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UE ST RA G ENTE HAC I A EVO S IG O 


W ELCOME RAZA. TO THE 30TH ANNUAL CHICANO COMMENCEMENT. TH1s YEAR WE DECIDED To TAKE "COMMENCEMENT" BACK To ITS ROOTS. As GRADUATES. 
WE HAVE REFERRED TO OURSELVES AS CHICANOS, LATINOS. MEXICANOS, MEXICAN-AMERICANS AND H ISPANICS. HOWEVER, WE MUST PAY HOMAGE TO THE CHICANOS 
WHO BROKE DOWN BARRIERS TO PUT THIS VERY ORGANIZATION TOGETHER. W E WO ULD LI KE TO DEDICATE THIS MILESTONE ANNIVERSARY IN HONOR OF THE HANDFUL 
THAT PUSHED THE ENVELOPE TO PUT THE FIRST C HICANO COMMENCEMENT TOGETHER. As WE ENTER THIS NEW CENTURY. WE MUST NOT FORGET THEIR ACCOMPLISH' 
MENTS. 
THE THEME FOR THIS YEAR'S COMMENCEMENT IS "THE EMBRACE OF OUR PEOPLE TOWARDS A NEW C ENTURY." WE WOULD LIKE TO ACKNOWLEDGE THE SUCCESSES OF 
YESTERYEAR: WHILE AT THE SAME TIME REALIZING OUR JOURNEY IS NOT COMPLETE. WE ARE OPTIMISTIC FOR THE CONTINUED STRUGGLE WE AS A RAZA FACE I THE NEW 
MILLENNIUM. 
SAN JOSE STATE U NIVERSITY'S C HICANO COMMENCEMENT IS ONE OF THE LONGEST 
RUNNING AND MOST RESPECTED C HICANO GRADUATIONS. WE HAVE TAKEN ON THE 
CHALLENGE TO ORGANIZE SUCH AN EVENT BECAUSE WE BELIEVE IT IS IMPORTANT NOT 
ONLY T O CELEBRATE OUR ACCOMPLISHMENTS. BUT OUR CULTURAL HERITAGE AS 
WELL. PUTTING ON AN EVENT OF THIS CAPACITY WAS NO SMALL FEAT, AND FOR 
THIS REASON. WE ARE HONORED BY YOUR PRESENCE ON THIS GLORIOUS DAY. 
OUR SUCCESS IS DUE TO OUR OWN COURAGE AND STRENGTH. YET IT IS THE 
SUPPORT OF O UR FAMILIES AND FRIENDS THAT IT HAS PROSPERED AND FLOUR' 
!SHED. FINALLY. WE NOW STRIVE TO SERVE AS INSPIRATION FOR THOSE WHO 
WILL FOLLOW IN OUR PATHS. 
"WE TEACH WHAT WE LEARN . AND THE CYCLE GOES ON." 
JOAN l. C URCI CELESTE BORB<'.:>N 
Co-CHAJR 
ALE JAND RA ALVARADO 
CHAJR 
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MAD RINA 
DR. CONSUELO RODRIGUEZ 
Dr. Consuelo Rod riguez grew up in San Jose, in a neighborhood of different ethnic groups . 
At a very young age Dr. Rod riguez knew that she wanted to advocate for diverse racial 
groups . She graduated from Cal ifornia Sate University at Chico with a BA in Social Science. 
Dr. Rodriguez wanted more than a BA so she went back to school to get her MA in 
Education at San Jose State Un ivers ity. Later graduated with a EdD. in Admin istrative and 
Po licy Studies in Education at the Un ive rsity of California at Los Angles (UCLA). While 
attending UCLA Dr. Rod riguez was one of four ch icanas that were in the Ph .D. prog rams. 
Realizing that the numbers of women and m inorities were very small and the support was 
not available, the women decid ed form their own support group. With the support of each 
other the group grew to six women and all were successful in attain ing their goals. Today 
Dr. Rodrig uez works as Program Development and Program Analyst . She is cu rrent ly teach -
in g Education Psychology in the credential program at National Hispanic University. Dr. 
Rod riguez is a strong advocate for community outreach. 
ILOS 
30th Annual Chicano Commencement 
2: 00-3: 00 Registration 
3: 00-4: 30 Reception 
Entertainment: 
Mariachi Mexicanisimo, 
Los Lupeiios Folklorico Dancers 
Mariachi Mexicanisimo 
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PADRINO 
DR. GEORG E CASTRO 
IEVIENl10S 
r. George Castro grew up in East Los Angeles 
during the 1940's and 1950's. Castro's experience 
grow ing up wit h Africa n-American, American 
Ind ian, As ian, and poo r Whi te chi ldren gave him a 
strong awareness and appreciation of diverse 
cultures and the common struggles that all persons 
have. His fascination with the sciences brought him 
to study physics at University of Ca lifornia, Los 
Angeles (UCLA). He wou ld later switchhis major to 
chemistry and rece ived his bachelor's degree. 
Subsequently, he attended UC Riverside, where he 
successfully completed his Ph.D .. Due to the suc-
cess of his post-doct ora l research, IBM hired him 
soon after. He worked with IBM for 27 years. Dr. 
Sunday May 28th, 2000 
Castro came to San Jose State University in 1995 as part of a partnership with IBM, th e California 
Department of Educa ti on and t he CSU system. His goa l was to provide opportun it ies fo r all students 
to succeed in lea rnin g, especia lly those from groups histor ically underrepresented in t he sciences. 
Since then, he has developed a partnership between San Jose State University and the Eastside 
Union High School District. He has also developed pa rtnerships with elementary, middle, and high 
schools adjoining t he campus to improve the learn ing of math and science under SJSU's Community 
Outreach Partnersh ip Program and 21st Century Community Learning Program. Dr. Castro is now tht 
Associate Dean of t he College of Science at San Jose State University. 
Santa Clara Convention Center 
4 :30-5:00 P.M. Procession 
5:00-5:30 P.M. Intro/ MC's /History/Keynote Speakers 
5: 30 - 7: 00 P. M. Graduation Ceremony 
7 :00- 8:00 P.M. Music by: Los Otros 
8 :00-12 :00 A.M. Dance DJ Boy Wonder 
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PERLA MARINA ARELLANO RAD I O JOSE A. RODR IG U EZ 
l<a2~ 
BORN AND RAISED I SAN Jost PERLA HAS BEEN LIVING IN THE 
BERRYESSA COMMUNITY FOR 13 YEARS. PERLA IS AN ALUMNI OF 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY. SHE GRADUATED IN MAY O F 1999 
WITH A BACHELO R'S DEGREE IN C RIMI NAL 
JOSE A. RODRIGUEZ FROM CiUDAD JUAREZ. C HIHUAJUA M EXICO NEW 
BUREAU CHIEF FOR METRO N ETWORK IN SAN JOSE M O RNING NEWS ANCHOR FOR RADIO ROMANTICA AND 
RADIO T RICOLOR NETWO RK FREELANCE PROMOTIONS FOR LJNIVISIO 14. SAN FRANCISCO. C A. D J OF THE 
YEAR 1996. EL SO L 20 00 AWARD 
JUSTICEADMINISTRA TION. 
PLAY BY PLAY ANNOUNCER IN SPANISH FOR THE 5 0T H ANNIVERASRY SEASON OF THE SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS 
(1 9 96) . RADIO AND TV PERSONALITY SINCE 1975 IN NORTHERN C ALIFORNIA. SOLO ALGUNOS DATOS DE M l 
CARRERA PARA NO TOMAR DEMASIADO ESPACIO EN EL PROGRAMA NOS VEMOS. DIOS M EDIANTE EL 28 DE MAYO 
KEYNOTE SPEAKER 
RIGO C HACON JOINED KGO TELEVISION TWENTY'FIVE YEARS AGO AS A GENERAL ASSIGNMENT REPORTER AND IMMEDIATELY OPENED 
C HANNEL 7·5 SOUTH BAY BUREAU. THE FIRST SA TA C LARA C OUNTY BUREAU OF ANY SAN FRANCISCO BASED TELEVISION STATION. 
TODAY. Rico's PRINCIPAL AREAS OF COVERAGE ARE SANTA C LARA. SAN MATEO. ALAMEDA. SANTA C RUZ. MONTEREY AND SOUTH 
BE ITO C OUNTIES. HE HAS ALSO BEEN ASSIG ED TO REPORT FRO M DIFFERENT PARTS OF THE UNITED STATES AND LATIN AMERICA. 
WHILE AT SAN Jos(s KNTV - C HANNEL 11 FOR TWO YEARS IN THE EARLY SEVENTIES. RIGO WON AN EMMY AWARD AS A PRODUCER. 
SINCE THEN. HE HAS RECEIVED NUMEROUS BROADCAST AND COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARDS I CLUDING A SECOND EMMY FOR GENERAL 
NEWS REPORTING. HE HAS BEEN INDUCTED INTO THE SILVER CIRCLE FOR THE BAY AREA C HAPTER THAT INCLUDES PROFESSIO NALS IN 
BROADCASTING WHO HAVE DEDICATED MORE THAN TWENTY'FIVE YEARS OF THEIR CAREER TO THE BAY AREA. 
4 
2000-SJSU CHICANO COMMENCEMENT 
RIGO CHACON 
KGO TELEVISION 
SOUTH BAY BUREAU CHIEF 
CL A 0 
·~ 
0 
E ARE BORN INTO THIE WORLD LIKE A BLANK CANVAS AND EVERY PERSON THAT CROSSES OUR PATH TAKES UP 
THE BRUSH AND MAKES THEIR MARK UPON OUR SURFACE 
SO IT IS THAT WE DEVELOP 
IBUT WE MUST REALIZE THERE COMES A DAY THAT WE MUST TAKE UP THE BRUSH AND FINISH THE WORK FOR 
ONLY WE CAN DETERMINE IF WE ARE TO BE JUST ANOTHER PAINTING 
OR A M\ASTE RPI IECE 
·JAVAN 2000-SJSU CHICANO COMMENCEMENT 
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ALEJANDRA AL VAR.AD O 
B.S. APP LIED AND COMPUTATIONAL 
MATHEMATICS 
MINOR: PHYSI CS 
P RIMERAMENTE. GRACIAS A D 1os POR DAR ME LA 
FORTALEZA DE LOGRAR ESTA META. NUNCA VOY 
A PODER ACABAR DE DECIRLES GRACIAS A MIS 
PADRES POR TODOS SUS SACRIFICIOS. DEVINA. I 
LOVE YOU ALL THE WAY TO GOD. You'vE GIVEN 
ME THE BEST SIX YEARS OF MY LIFE! TO MY FAMILY. 
OJALA QUE PUEDA SERVIR COMO INSPIRACION PARA 
MIS PRIMITOS. To THE RODELA FAMILY. FOR 
ALWAYS ACCEPTING ME AS YOUR OWN. 
COMMENCEMENT COMMITTEE. WE 
DID IT! A SPECIAL THANKS 
TO ALL MY PROFESSORS 
WHO ARE GUIDING ME 
TOWARDS MY DREAM. 
MECHISTAS. CONTINUE 
THE MOVIMIENTO 
POROUE S1 SE PUEDE! 
PoR Ml RAZA HABLA EL ESPIRITU 
2000-SJSU CHICANO COMMENCEMENT 
VICTOR.IA AL VAR.EZ 
M.S.W. OF SOCIAL WORK 
I WOULD LIKE ro DEDICATE MY DEGREE TO All 
MY NIECES. NEPHEWS. AND WOMEN OF MY FAMILY. 
ESPECIALLY TO MY MOTHER FOR HER SACRIF ICES SO 
I COULD ATTAIN AN EDUCATION. MY DAUGHTER 
AND HUSBAND JESSE: THANK YOU FOR LOVING ME 
AND BELI EVING IN ME EVEN WHEN I DID NOT. 
THANKS TO MY BEST FRIENDS CAROLINA AND 
DORA FOR THEIR SUPPORT AND MY THREE NEW 
FRIENDS CHRISTABELLE. ANITA. AND NYDIA FOR 
THEIR ENCOURAGEMENT DURING THE LAST TWO 
YEARS. THANK YOU ANN M. FOR YOUR GUID' 
ANCE. THANK YOU GOD AND EVERYONE WHO 
HELPED AND SUPPORTED ME. ESPECIALLY BRENDA 
AND EVERYONE IN E75. 
2 0 0 0 IL O S 
STEPHANIE APACHE 
B.A. COMMUNICATION DISORDER & CHILD 
DEVELOPMENT 
MINOR: AUDIOLOGY 
TO MY MOM. DAD. GRANDMA'S LATE BESSIE AND 
ANNA. SISTERS KAREN AND K.G. AND BROTHERS 
ELDON. STEVE. MEMO. AND MCQUADE THANKS 
FOR THE LOVE. STRENGTH. WISDON. SUPPORT. 
GUIDA CE. AND PATIENCE. TO MY NIECES AND 
NEPHEWS YOU GIVE ME INSPIRATION. HOPE AND 





THOSE I DIDN'T 
MENTION AND YOU 
KNOW WHO YOU 
ARE THANKS FOR YOUR 
PATIE CE. SUPPORT. LOVE AND RESPECT. To ALL 
MY FAMILY AND FRIENDS YOU HAVE BEEN A GIFT TO 
ME I WISH YOU All HEALTH. HOPE. AND HAPPINESS. 
I AM HONORED TO SHARE MY MEMORIES WITH 
YOU. MAY You WALK IN BEAUTY. W/ LOTS OF 
LOVE. HUGGS. AND HAPPINESS 
LINDA AQUINO 
B.A. SOCIAL WORK 
TO MY FAMILY AND FRIENDS. I HAVE BEEN TRULY 
BLESSED TO HAVE EACH AND EVERY ONE OF YOU • 
MOMIDAD. BROTHERs/SISTER. NIECEs/NEPHEWS. IN" 
LAWS. AND FRIENDS. You HAVE LENT ME YOUR 
EARS FOR LISTENING. YOUR MINDS FOR WISDOM 
AND YOUR HEARTS FOR 
SUPPORT AND GUID· ~(\ n '7 ~ 
ANCE. You ARE PRICE" ~ ~ 
LESS AND INVALUABLE C °:2 
TO ME. WE MAY NOT ~ ::, 
ALWAYS KNOW WHAT ~ ~ 
LIES AHEAD OF US. BUT I \ ""/ /J U \1 \.~ 
DO KNOW THAT I AM NOT 
ALONE. I HAVE BEEN BLESSED WITH 
TWO OF LIFE'S MOST PRECIOUS GIFTS· FAMILY & 
FRIENDS. THANK YOU FROM THE BOTTOM OF MY 
HEART FOR BEING THERE AND FOR HELPING ME GET 
TO THIS DAY - ( LOVE YOU. 
G lfl A JD UI A JD O s 
ANNA A REL LANO 
B.A. PO LIT ICAL SC IENCE 
CON CEN TRAT ION: PUBL IC 
ADM INISTRAT ION 
IP R1MERAMENTA QUIERO DARLE GRACIAS A D1os y 
A Ml FAMILIA. QUE SIN ELLOS NO ESTARJA AQUi.. l'D 
LI KE TO THANK MY FRIENDS FOR MAKING MY COL' 
LEGE YEARS SUCH A FUN CHAPTER OF MY. LIFE. 
THANKS LILLIANA. RUBY. LUCY AND M ARISELA. 
YOU GUYS ARE THE BEST . A LSO. SPECIAL THANKS 
TO M s. HOWELL WHO HAS BEEN A T RUE INSPIRA' 
T ION TO ME AND HAS MADE SUCH A 
POSITIVE IMPACT ON MY LI FE. 
COLLEGE HAS D EFINITELY 
BEING AN EXCITING LEARN' 
ING EXPERIENCE. IT IS NOW 
THE END OF A LONG JOUR' 
NEY AND IT IS HARD TO 
KNOW WHAT IS UP AHEAD BUT 
l 'M READY!! 
LILY AVA LOS 
B.A. PSYC HO LOGY 
MINO R: SOCI AL WOR K 
P RIMERAMENTE. MAM1 y PAPI LES ESTARE ETER' 
NAMENTE AGRADECIDA POR EL SACRI FICIO QUE 
HAN HECHO POR Mi. U STEDES HAN SIDO Ml 
INSPIRACION DESDE EL DIA QUE NACi. GRACIAS 
POR TODO EL APOYO Y LA M OTIVACION QUE 
ME BRINDARON DURANTE MIS ESTUDIOS. A MIS 
HERMANAS. CECILIA Y CARINA. GRACIAS POR 
SIEMPRE PENSAR EN Ml AUNQUE ESTAMOS 
APARTE. A Ml HERMANITO. RICARDO. TE DEDI' 
CO Ml LOGRO. UN DIA TE QUIERO VER EN Ml 
LUGAR. A MIS TIAS Y Ml ABUELITA. SIN SU 
APOYO NO HUBIERA PO DIDO ALCANSAR Ml 
META. A Ml SOBRINO. CARLITOS. NUNCA 
DUDES EN EL PODER DE T US SUENOS. FINALLY. 
TO MY SECOND FAMILY. SIGMA ALPHA ZETA. 
THANK YOU FOR ALL THE UNFORGETTABLE MEM' 
ORIES. I LOVE YOU ALL. 
ARMANDO VI CTOR AV ILE S 
B.S. MANAGEME NT IN FO RMATI O N 
SYSTEMS 
MI NOR: MA RK ET ING 
I AM EXTREMELY GRATEFUL TO MY PARENTS FOR STAND' 
ING BEHIND ME IN IMPORTANT ASPECTS OF MY LI FE. 
SOMETIMES WHEN I WAS WRONG THEY WO ULD TELL ME. 
BUT THEY STOO D BEHIND M E. I AM LUCKY AND FO RTU' 
NATE THAT MY PARENTS. FRI ENDS. AND FAMILY WERE 
THERE TO ENCOURAGE MY EFFORTS. I FEEL LIKE l 'M 
TRU LY BLESSED TO HAVE PARENTS. FRIENDS. AND FAMILY 
IN MY LIFE. I GIVE THAN KS TO MY BOYS . 
WHO CARE ABO UT THEIR 
FUTURES. THANK You MOM 
AND DAD. 
XOCH ITL BA RAJAS 
B.S. MA NAG EMENT INFOR MATI ON 
SY STEM S 
B.A. SPANISH 
p OR FIN HA ILLEGADO ESTE DIA TAN ESPECIAL. DONDE 
!UNTO CON MIS AMIGOS Y FAMILIA CELEBRO ORGUL' 
LOSAMENTE ·EL TRIUNFO DE HABERME 
RECIBIDO DE LA UNIVERSIDAD. A __/., n , \_ 
MIS PAPAS (MARIA ELENA Y ~ {\ ,.., ~ 
JAIME BARAJAS) LES AGRADE· t:: .,,,,,. 
sea QUE ME DIERON T~DO c: . ; 
El APOYO. AMOR. CARINO Y 
EL ANIMO PARA SEGUIR ASE' ~ ft 
LANTE. AUNQUE FUE UN SAC· ~ ,~ 
RIFICIO PARA AMBOS VALIOA LA \, "' u u • T 
PENA HABER SUPERADO ESTE RETO. A 
MIS HERMANAS Y HERMANO (LUCY. DIANA, Y JAIME) LES 
AGRADESCO POR SOPORTAR LOS MALOS RATOS QUE LES 
HICE PASAR. A D1os LE AGRADESCO POR HABERME DADO 
LA OPORTUNIDAD DE LLEGAR A STE PU'<TO ESPECIAL DE 
Ml VIDA. POR ULTIMO ME GUST ARIA DEJARLES ESTE urn-
MO PENSAMIENTO. "EL QUE PERSEVERA ALCANZA 
2000-SJSU CHICANO COMMENCEMENT 
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MAGDALENA BERNAL 
B.A. LIBERAL STUD I ES 
IRST l'D LIKE TO THANK MY PARENTS FOR THE IR 
MONEY! WHENEVER YOU NEED TO GET RID OF 
MORE YOU CAN ALWAYS SEND ME SOME! THANKS 
TO MY MADRINA AND GRANDMA FOR HELPING 
OUT AND ENCOURAGING ME TO CONTINUE 
SCHOOL EVEN THOUGH l'VE BEEN HERE FOREVER. 
MANOLO AND TONIA . .. OK YOU TWO SHOULD 
BE THANKED BY MOM A D DAD FOR FOLLOWING IN 
MY FOOTSTEPS AND FOR GEDING BEDER GRADES 
THAN I DID. I ALSO WANT TO THANK MY FRIENDS 
WHO ALWAYS SAID IT WOULD BE BEDER ... Liz 
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CELESTE R. BORBON 
B.A. SOCIOLOGY 
HANK YOU GRANDMA FOR INSTILLING IN ME 
THE VALUE OF AN EDUCATION AND ALWAYS TAK· 
ING CARE OF ME. MOM AND DAD. I DEDICATE 
THIS DIPLOMA TO YOU FOR YOUR STRUGGLES AND 
SACRIFICES HAVE BEEN MY INSPIRATION. YOUR 
UNCONDITIONAL LOVE AND SUPPORT HAVE 
ALWAYS KEPT ME GOING. SISTER AND BROTHER. IT 
WASN'T EASY BUT l'VE PAVED A PATH FOR YOU TO 
FOLLOW. LI DA ORTEGA. I'll NEVER BE ABLE TO 
EXPRESS MY GRATITUDE. MAYA. PATTY. LAURA MY 
GIRLS! THANK YOU FOR BEING APART OF Ml VIDA 
LOCA. JASON. MY SUNSHINE. I COULDN'T HAVE 




MINOR : PSYCHOLOGY 
OY. TE DOY GRACIAS. D 1os ... 
POR LOS PADRES QUE ME HAS DADO 
POR SU AMOR Y COMPRENSION. 
POR EL EJEMPLO DE Ml PADRE 
POR EL AMOR DE Ml MADRE 
POR LA PRESENCIA DE Ml ABUELA 
Y SUS JALONES DE OREJA ... 
POR MIS HERMANOS Y HERMANAS. 
POR LOS MOMENTOS DE ALEGRiA ... 
QUE COMPARTIMOS CADA DiA. 
POR ESTAR JUNTO A Mi... 
EN LAS BUENAS Y EN LAS MALAS 
"QUE SE HACE CAMINO AL ANDAR ... " 
YO CAMINO POR LA VIDA. 
DEJANDO MIS PASOS ATRAS 
PARA QUE OTRO CABRERA. 
LOS SIGA SIN DIFICULTAD ... 
iYo! PELON 
ILES DEDICO Ml GRADUACIO, ! 
F. CABRERA 
PAM EL A CARR EO N 
BS "IUR Sl1"G 
C,RADE \CO .\ \IIS P-\DR.ES DE •ODO 
CORA70,. POR H.\BER,\ IE BR. ,D,\DO TA "'ITO 
-\\IOR Y APO'O i'-CO,DICIO,AL. P1\PI. HAS 
I IDO LJ , EJE\IPL '.J IDEAL. El CUAL ME HA DADO 
,A l'-SPIRACO, Df S[GUIR ADr1A,T[. M.A,\\I 
GRACI-IS rDR TODAS - u s .ATE '-CIO'-'ES y CO'-SE' 
JC\ CL E \ll AYUDARO, ·\ SER fURTE Y DECISI' 
\ . \ . POR S,R L '- .\ \!..\DRE 1\'- BO, D1\DOSA. 
ll '.D.\. - IER ,A ... LA \IE,OR DEL \ \L ,oo! A ,\\IS 
HER\IAVJS ('\JOE, 0 Rl.\'-DO. v A EBY). POR 
OD.\S L,\S RIS .\S Y RECLERDCS \1 1u\ DI\ERTIDOS 
OU I IE\101 CO\IP,\R'IDO. E\ •\R.l \l l\\l'RE Y 
fTE R ,A\ If , TE AGRADrCID .\! LOS OU IE RO 
\\UCHIS1~101 G RACI.\\ T .\\\Blh -\ LA FA\.\ILIA 
M.\,J.\RREZ. HER,A,DEZ. Y L,\R\. Ml l'ROfL V 
,J-\ CR.\ 'ITU[) \ GERARDO POR DAR,\\E El 
i\11\\,.;LO ' CRE ER SIE\\PRE E'. ,\ \I 0-\RRE, POR 
T',_, GRA ,DE !.,PCJYO \ l'OR ll ·\R 11,v\l'Rl co, 
\ llCO I"- fl \10 \\f's TO :'RfCISO. 11 4~f1 TH·\"'-'. 
\·0 1___. Port ! 
RAFAEL C HAVEZ 
BS OCC U PA TI O l'\A L T HERAPY 
CO l'\CEI'\ T RAT I O ": BRA ! '-. I N JU RY 
I \\OULD LIKf -o TAKE THIS OPPO R.TU'-ITY TO 
'HA,~ .'-'\Y i'-SPIRATIO,. \1Y \\OTi\ .A.TIO, . \I\ 
\10.\1 ! YOU R PRESE-.Jl[ DEMA,D\ RESPECT . Yo u AR[ 
A, IC O ". TO I .\ ·\\UJfR I.Vl\'\ICRADA Df .l\.1fXICO . 
'\JE\ ER O,CE H,\ \ E YOU T UR , ED 'OUR BACK O, 
YOUR HERITAGE. 'OUR CULTL RE. A. -.JD voLR fM•\I ' 
I'! 1\!lr. \1' so,. \\Y so,"s so, A.,D A.I L TH[ fA\\I' 
L, Ll , EACE TO fOLLO\\ \\Ill K , O\\ O f YOUR 
\\ LL Rf TOLD Of 
YOU AT THE DIV 
'- ER TABLE. 
MO\\. lS L., 
URGU l O ~f R .... U HIJO 
ESPE RO OLE [, ES E El rn,; Q;JE n SIE'. T AS UR.CUL' 
I OS-\ QUE YO \[A TU I IIJO! 
MAYRA CON T RERAS 
B.S. B USl".E SS /MA '\J AGEM EN T 
INF OR M A T I O'\J SY STEM S 
M l ", OR Si1A"I I S h 
H EMOS CAMi'-ADO POR u, LM .CO C-\v\l ,O l'·\RJ\ 
LLECAR H;\\TA 00-.JDE b T.\MOS HOY. LOCROS. 
QUE POR ALCU'- ,\\OTl\"O LI ()TRO. ,os 
PUDlfRO, \ fR DlflCI L[ S PfRO C,RAOA.S A Dies 
SIEMPRE TU\ E El APOYO DE S\IS PADRES ' YER' 
MA '-OS. A MIS PADRES. ROSA Y ] ESL\ . LES Q UIERO 
D.A.R LAS GRACIA\ POR DEJARME S[CU R r,--·.J DIJ\V 
DO LA CARR.ER-\ OUE OUISE Y , t.,,CA PERDER LA 
CO,H,\'-LA E, \\I. .A •\\IS HlR\\•\ , O\ POR ,\' 'O' 
YAR,'v\E Y SER \\IS [Jf,'v\PLARE S. 
AHOR.-\ HE\IOS llECADO .\l PL, ,0. 
LJO, lll LO O U ,OS l'Rll',\R.\ ll 
FUTURO. \ A SER El ~EfllJO DEi 
ES fUE RZO QUE HE\'10S CO, SEC,UI ' 
DO D-,J ~-\'- ' l I,\'- I OS ,\ '-OS rn 
EDLICA.C.10,. POR ESO . .IICA\10\ 
.ADEL-\, TE ' , U,C·\ ,OS DEMOS 
POR \ E'-CIDOS. 
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CLAUD IA I. CORPUS 
B.A. LIBERAL STUDIES 
MINO R: SPAN ISH 
G RACIAS A LAS PERSONAS QUE ADMIRO MAS EN 
LA VIDA POR HABER INCULCADO PRINCIPIOS 
MUY IMPORTANTES Y VALIOSOS EN Mi. A LOS 
QUE ME HA ENSENADO A APRECIAR Y VALO-
RAR Ml CLILTURA. IDIOMA Y MAS IMPORTANT[ 
A Ml MISMA. Es POR USTEDES Q UE SOY LO QUE 
SOY Y POR LISTEDES E LOGRADO Ml META MAS 
DIFiCIL. Es Ml FUERZA Y ORGULLO EN USTEDES 
QUE ME MOTIVA El EMPENO Y ESFUERZO MAS 
GRANDE PARA SOBRESALIR EN Ml VIDA. SOLO 
PIDO QUE DIOS ME DE LA OPORTUNIDAD DE 
LOGRAR LA MITAD DE LOS LOGROS DE ESTAS 
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ROGELIO CORONA 
B.S. MANAGEMENT INFORMATION 
SYSTEMS 
Q ulERO DARLE LAS GRACIAS A Ml FAMILIA. A MIS 
PADRES DOMINGO Y TERESA.YA MIS HERMANOS 
ARACELI. VIDAL. ADRIANA. ALEXY TERE POR LA 
APORTACION QUE HICIERON INDIVIDUALMENTE 
EN AYUDARME A CUMPLIR Ml OBJETIVO. 0 UI ERO 
EXPRESAR Ml AGRADECIMIENTO A TODAS AQUEL· 
LAS PERSONAS QUE HICIERON DE Ml EXPERIENCIA 
EN LA UNIVERSIDAD UNA ETAPA ESPECIAL. NO 
SOLO A LAS PERSO AS QUE ME AYUDARON EN LOS 
ASPECTOS EDUCATIVOS Y PROFESIONALES. PERO 
TAMBIEN A AQUELLAS PERSONAS QUE ESTUVIERON 
CONMINGO A TRAVES DE UN PERIODO DE CREC· 
IMIENTO PERSONAL. FINALMENTE. GRACIAS A LOS 
MIEMBROS DE SIGMA DELTA ALPHA POR SU 
APOYO Y LEALTAD. 
LILIA CORTEZ 
M.A. ADMINISTRATION & HIGHE R EDU CATI ON 
H EMOS CAMINADO POR UN LARGO 
CAMINO PARA LLEGAR HASTA DONDE ESTA' 
MOS HOY. LOGROS. QUE POR ALGUN 
MOTIVO U OTRO. NOS PUDIERON SER DIFI' 
CILES PERO GRACIAS A D1os SIEMPRE TUVE 
EL APOYO DE MIS PADRES Y HERMANOS. A 
MIS PADRES. ROSA Y JESUS. LES QUIERO DAR 
LAS GRACIAS POR DEJARME SEGUIR ESTU· 
DIANDO LA CARRERA QUE QUISE Y NU NCA 
PERDER LA CONFIANZA EN Ml. A MIS HER· 
MANOS POR APOYARME Y SER MIS EJEM· 
PLARES. 
AHORA Hl:MOS LLEGADO AL PUNTO. 
DONDE LO QUE NOS PREPARA EL FUTURO, 
VA SER EL REFLEJO DEL ESFUERZO QUE 
HEMOS CONSEGUIDO DURANTE TANTOS 
ANOS DE EDUCACION. POR ESO. SIGAMOS 
ADELA TE Y NUNCA NOS DEMOS POR VEN· 
CIDOS. 
MYRA DAGIO 
B.A. BUSINESS ADIMISTRATION 
CONCENT RAT ION IN FINANCE 
MINOR: SPAN ISH 
Hov UNO DE MIS SUENOS SE CO'WIERTE EN 
REALIDAD. RECIBO Ml LICEl'\JCIATURA. 
PRIMERAMENTE GRACIAS A D1os. GRACIAS A 
M IS PADRES. MANUEL Y ESTHER. POR HABER 
ME DADO LA O PORTUNIDAD DE ESTUDIAR. 
ESPERO QUE Ml GRADUACION LES LLENE SU 
VIDA DE MUCHA FELICIDAD . Y QUE ESA FELICI' 
DAD LES HAGA O L VIDAR TODOS LOS SACRI FI' 
CIOS QUE HAN HECHO POR Ml. GRACIAS 
TAMBIEN A MIS MAESTROS. Ml FAMILIA Y MIS 
AMIGOS POR APOYARME Y SIEMPRE CREER EN 
Ml. GRACIAS A Ml NOVIO. POR DARME ANI' 
MOS DURANTE LOS MOMENTOS MAS DIFICILES. 
il o LOGRAMOS JORGE! Los QUIERO MUCHISI' 
MO A TODOS. 
ANGELICA DELGADO 
B.A. POLITICAL SCIENCE 
Es BO"JITO VER LA FAMILIA CRECER ESPECIAL' 
ME"JTE CUANDO LA CIGUENA NOS TRAE LIN' 
DOS SOBRINOS COMO PAQUITO Y FABIAN 
QUE LLENAN Ml VIDA DE ALEGRIA. PERO 
T AMBIEN ES TRISTE RECORDAR ANOS PASA' 
DOS CUANDO ESTABAMOS TODOS JUNTOS 
EN FAMILIA. PADRES. GRACIAS POR TENER EN 
Ml LA CONFIANZA DE DAR ESTE PASO YO 
SOLITA. AGRADEZCO MUCHO SUS CONSE· 
JOS VALIOSOS QUE PUDE APRECIAR HACE 
MUCHO TIEMPO. TIENEN UNA HIJA SATIS' 





FRANCELIA Y OFELIA USTEDES SABEN CUAN' 
TO LOS Q UIERO. FELICITACIONES A TODOS 
LOS GRADUADOS. TAD. 
IGNACIO FERREY 
B.A. SOC IOLO GY 
MINOR: SPEECH COMM UNI CAT IONS 
MAMA - YOU ARE MY LOVE. MY HEART & 
SOUL. MY LIFE! WITHOUT YOU I WOULD· 
N'T HAVE MADE IT THROUGH THESE FIRST 
'22 YEARS AND WITHOUT YOU Ill PROBA-
BLY STRUGGLE TO GET THROUGH THE 
NEXT HUNDRED: THE PERSON YOU SEE 
TODAY IS A REFLECTION OF YOURSELF. 
YOU HAVE TAUGHT ME TO BE A STRONG. 
INDEPENDENT. RESPECTED YOUNG MAN! I 
WALK ACROSS THIS STAGE TODAY 
BECAUSE YOU PERSONIFY WHAT GOD 
TEACHES EACH AND EVERYONE OF US -
LOVE. SELFLESSNESS. THE STRENGTH OF 
FAMILY! MAMA. THIS DEGREE IS JUST AS 
MUCH YOURS AS IT IS MINE - TODAY WE 
<. 
GRADUATE. THE FIRST IN OUR FAMILY!!!!! 
2000-SJSU CHICANO COMMENCEMENT 
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EVA IFILOR IE S 
B A. SO CIAL \\ ORK 
Ml"- O R· MEX C: AN ·A,\1 FR. ICAN ST L DIES 
A 0105 l'OR DAR,\\t fUFR7 A l'-'.RA S[GUIR 
ADELA"-Tl. A \115 P.\DR[S. JU,\'-.' 
E\ .\'-.GHl'-JA, POR El '\MOR" ·\PO'O OU[ 
\ll HA"- 8R.l'-.OADO. A ,\11 H[R.\\A'-.OIA 
JLA"-' BERE'-.IU POR .\YUDA \\f. Ml SOBRI· 
'-.A, A '-GELA. POR -·ooo ll A\10R. A LAS 
FA\11uAs PER,L. EscO',TRIAS. v FLOR,s POR 
tL APovo. E/K!T. Liz. LSG . C HE. SA C · 
NAS A ,o All \ 1' FRIE'-.DS -·1 ··\ '-. s. 
Asuw-- A ElEU-FR .·\ GRACAS "OR DES\[• 
LARSF CO"-. \\IC.:O Y ·\PO'AR\1E. Esl: - RIUV 
fO SE LO DEDICO A \11 ABUEL -o ADOIFO' 
2000-SJSU CHICANO COMMENCEMENT 
NE IT H FL ORES 
B.S SYSTEM S PHYSIOLOCY 
tv11"-0R CHEMISTRY 
8 ,FOR.f ·\ '-JVBODY ·\ '-.D ABO\ E ·\l l. I \\ OULD 
LI E -o -HA'!' --I If F.>. rlER. 'HE SO'-. . .A'-.D 
-HE HOLY Sl'IRiT FOR \lAKl '-.C \1\ DRlA.\\', 
COW --RU. YOUR I 0\ c IS F.AITHFUL A '-.D 
\\ O"-DE fUL. I GI\ [ 'OU All -1 ,, CLORv A '-.D 
HO'-.OR. I \\.\'-. -- TO 'HA'-. \\Y L,~lf 
PRl'-.CESS ,OR BEl"-C -HE BES-- \ \OM. Wl \\ADE 
\\O\\! T H.i.."JK YOL. fOR "OUR SUPPORT. 
Mv SUCGSS I'> YOUR SUCCESS. THA'-. ls. vou 
Isis FOR E\ERV--H\'-.G vou DID. ThA'-.ls. 'OU 
FOR HELl'·'-.C \1E I'! \\Y CAREER. THA'-.K YOu 
LJu FOi<. "Oi.JR SUPPORT ·\'-D PRA'E S. 
TH,\'-.K YOU MARIO FOR vou'<. SUPPORT 
.\ '-.0 LO\ E. GRACl".S ABUELITOS I OS A \\0. 
AMAIL l!A !F UE NT ES 
3.A. BLSl"-ESS ,\!\A "-AGi'.'v1E"- T 
G RJ\DUA-1()". IS HERl A '-D I \\ A C\.T -o 
THA,K G oo A"-D ,,, fA\lk" FOR ALL -,1r 
LO\ E A "-D SUPPOR-- -HEY GA \'f \It 
HROUCHOLJT Ti IE 'lAR'> AT SJSLJ. MY PAR· 
E'-. 'S AL\\·\' S AD\ ISED \ \E -o A ~E'-.D A 
LJ".I\TRSl'-v A'-JD -o GRADUATE SO THAT l'D 
BECO\ \E ·\ \ \ORE , '-.0\\ LEDCEABLE l'ERSO'-.. 
THIS \\Av \\l'H \1Y E\l'lR- ISE I COULD BE A 
GOOD l\A,\1PLE l\'-.0 Bl ".Blf -o HELP OTHERS 
'-. \\Y CUL-URt. N O\\. I \\Ill \\.ALK DO\\"-
Tf-ll ISLl -'. '-10 RECE IVE 1\\Y BUSl".ESS 
M.\ ,.\CE\\F'-. - DECRlt AS A \ ER PROUD 
H1s1'A'-JIC. THA"- " vou MOM. DAD. Sor--.1A. 
C ARLOS. RICARDO. A'-ID U, CLE ERASTO fOR 
SUPPOR~''-.C VIE l'-1 .~\Y ,-RUGGlt. 
HIZABETH GAR.CIA 
B.A. SOCIOLOGY 
MINOR: SPA N ISH 
T O MY MOM. RALEIGH. Ric. DANA. 
FERl'\JANDO. CELINA. JUAN, HEIDI. EVA. 
PATTY. CARLOS. VERO. AMA Y APA AND ALL 
MY FAMILY AND FRIENDS. You ALL HAVE sup· 
PORTED ME IN MY EFFORTS TO SUCCEED. 
BOTH IN THE WATER AND IN SCHOOL. 
WITHOUT YOU I WOULDN'T HAVE 
,&,.(\ n D ~ AD THE 1NsP1RAT10N To 
~ ., ACHIEVE THE HIGHEST POSSI' 
C' ; BLE AND TO SHOW THE 
C:, ::, WORLD WHAT BEING A 0 "~ VERA IS REALLY ALL ABOUT. I 
\ ~ (/ U U ~ T MADE IT THROUGH ALL THE 
DAYS I DID 'T THINK I HAD THE 
STRENGTH TO SURVIVE. I DID HAVE THE 
STRENGTH. AND IT CAME FROM ALL OF YOU. I 
LOVE YOU ALL VERY MUCH. 
JASON R.. GAR.CIA 
B.A. PSYCHOLOGY/SOCIOLOGY 
FINALLY. THE FIRST MILESTONE HAS BEEN 
REACHED. THE ROAD WAS LONG BUT IT IS DUR· 
ING THOSE HARD TIMES THAT WE REALL y DIS' 
COVER A LOT ABOUT OURSEL YES. I CANNOT 
EXPRESS MY GRATITUDE FOR EVERYTHING THAT 
YOU HAVE ALL GIVEN ME. MY ENTIRE FAMILY 
FROM THE BOTTOM OF MY HEART AND A TEAR 
IN MY EYE THANK YOU FOR YOUR ENDLESS sup· 
PORT. ROY. NO ONE IS HAPPIER TO SEE YO U 
HERE THEN ME. HEAVEN HAS NOT GOTTEN 
READY FOR YOU YET. A VERY SPECIAL THANK 
YOU TO THE ENTIRE COMMUNITY OF 
HOLLISTER AND THE INDIVIDUALS THAT WERE 
THERE FOR ME DURl'\JG THAT ONE BLAZING 
'\JIGHT IN JUNE WITHOUT YOUR HELP. SUPPORT 
AND PRAYERS I WOULD NOT COME AS FAR AS I 
HAVE. THANK YOU AND I LOVE YOU ALL. 
JUAN R.. GAR.CIA 
B.S. INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MINOR: LATIN AMERICA 
P RIMERAMENTE QUIERO DARLE GRACIAS A 
D1os. A MIS PADRES LUIS y ANDREA GARCIA. 
Y Ml FAMIUA POR EL APOYO y LA DEDICACION 
QUE ME HAN ENSENADO TODOS ESTOS ANOS. 
ME SIENTO MUY FELiZ DE COMPLIR MIS MET AS 
y OBLIGACIONES PARA SEGIUR ADELN\JTE. 
RECUERDO UN DiA QUE Ml PADRI' 
NO MANUEL MARQUEZ ME DIJO QUE LA 
ESCUELA YOCACIONAL DE ESTUDIOS ERA PARA 
EL Y LA UNIVERSIDAD ERA PARA Mi. D ESDE 
ENTONCES Mi MENTALIDAD A SIDO TERMINAR 
MIS ESTUDIOS EN LA LJNIVERSIDAD DE SA"i 
JOSE EN LA PROFESION DE NEGOCIOS 
INTERNACIONALES. 
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YESEN IA G. GARN ICA 
BA ADM INIST RATI ON O F JUST ICE 
PIME RAMENTE Q UISIERA DARLES LAS GRACIAS A MIS PADRES TERESA Y 
VlqNTE PO R BRINDARME SIEMPRE SU APOYO. A MIS HERMANOS 
MARIBEL Y JESUS. GRACIAS POR SU COMPRENSION. LOS Q UIE RO 
MUCHO. THANKS TO THE LADIES OF SIGMA THETA PSI FOR BEING 
SUCH A WONDERFUL PART OF MY LIFE. LI FE AT SJSU WOULD NOT 
HAVE BEEN THE SAME WITHOUT YOU. TO MY LITTLE SISTERS: 
REBECCA. APRI L. ROSANA. AND DANA. I WILL ALWAYS BE THERE FO R 
YOU. TO THE IOTA CLASS. YOU ARE THE BEST! TO MY FELLOW GRADU· 
A TING SISTERS. I WISH YOU ALL THE LUCK NOW THAT WE Fl NALLY 
MADE IT. REMEMBER. THIS IS ONLY A NEW BEGINNING. 
JORGE M. GARC IA 
B. S. MARK ET ING 
M1 NOMBRE ES JORGE M ANUEL GARdA Y NAC1 EN LIMA. PERU. M l 
PAPA TRAJO A Ml FAMI LIA A LOS ESTADOS U NIDOS PARA Q UE PUDIER' 
AMOS TENER UNA MEJOR OPORTUNIDAD PARA PROGRESAR. El SI EM' 
PRE ME HA D ICHO Q UE ESTUDIE. SE Q UE UNOS DE SUS SUENOS ES 
Q UE ME GRADUE DE LA UNIVERSIDAD. H OY. TENGO EL ORGULLO DE 
PODER HACER SUS SUENO REALIDAD. 
CARLOS GIL L JR. 
B.S. BUSINESS MANAGEME NT 
INFORMAT ION SYSTEM S 
GRADUATING FROM SAN JOSE STATE WITH A 
BUSINESS DEGREE IN M ANAGEMENT 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS (MIS) IS FINALLY A REAL' 
ITY FOR ME. T HE ROAD TO GRADUATION HAS 
BEEN LONG. BUT I N EVER CONSIDERED IT HARD. 
I WOULD LI KE TO THANK Goo AND MY PAR· 
ENTS. CARLOS AND CECI LIA G IL FOR HELPING 
M E GET T H IS FAR. JUST KNOWING THAT THEY 
WERE T HERE IF I NEEDED T HEM FOR ANYTHING 
ALWAYS GAVE ME AN EXTRA BOOST WHEN LI FE 
WOULD GET D IFFICULT. THERE ARE TOO MANY 
TO SAY BY NAME. BUT I WOULD ALSO LIKE TO 
T HANK ALL OF THE BROTHERS OF SDA FOR 
MAKING MY LAST TWO YEARS O F SCHOOL M EM' 
ORABLE. 
ELENA GOMEZ 
B.S. PRIVATE COMMERC IAL 
Ml '-JOR: BUS INESS 
LOOK AT ME NOW. IM SHl'JING LIKE A STAR! 
T HROUGH MA1'JY GENERATIO'JS I HAVE CO'J' 
T INUED THE STRUGGLE TO WIN MY PLACE l'J 
TH IS RACE. MY MISSIO'J IS ACCOM PLISHED. A T 
LAST I CAf'. SET MYSELF FREE . WHE'J THE 
SOUNDS OF THE CONCHAS BLOW A'-ID THE 
T HU'-JDER OF OUR ANCIENT DRUMS ARE 
HEARD. THE FLIGHT OF THE ( UATLI Z IUATL 
Will COMME'JCE AS I SET FORTH TO SEEK MY 
DEST l'JY A '-JD CONTINUE TO FIGHT FOR LA 
(AUSA. MUCHO RESPETO PARA EL GRAf'. 
ESPIRITU.GRACIAS A Ml TO'JANZIN 
MARIELENA. MUCHO AMOR A Ml OT RA 
MITAD SERGIO: IN LAKESH. MEXICA T IAUI. 
OuE V1vA LA RAZA! SHAM ... 
SON IA E. GOMIEZ 
BA SOC IAL SC IE'-JCE 
M INOR : SPAN ISH 
PIRIMER.O O UIERO DAR.LE LAS GRAGAS A 
DIOS PO'l.. HABER.ME DADO LAS FUERZAS 
Y LAS GA '-iAS DE SEGUIR ADELA '-iT E. A 
M IS PADRES MIGUEL Y GICELDA LES 
O UIERO AGRADECER EL l'-iFINITO APOYO 
Y SU FE. A MIS HER.MANAS O LIVIA Y 
GABRIELA E HERMAi'oO JUAI'\ CARLOS I. ES 
O UIERO DAR LAS GRACIAS POR APO-
YARME Y DAR.ME LA MOTIVACION PARA 
PODER REALIZAR MIS MET AS. ESH DIPLO· 
MA SE LA DEDICO A IJSTEDES. POR OUc 
Sl'-i UST EDES NO PUDIERA HABER REAL-
IZADO ESTE GR.Al'\ SUEl'\O. 
LYD IA GO M EZ 
B.S . BU Sl l'\ ESS MAN AGEME'-i T 
M o \\ & GREG. T HA'JK You FOR YO UR 
TIME . PATIE,CE. MOTIVAT ION. A1'-JD ENCOUR' 
ACEME"-T . T 1 IA,KS FOR BELI EVl'JG l'-J ME ! 
Yo u HELPED 'V\Y DREAM BECOW A REALITY! I 
DEDICATE THI, DAY TO YOU BOTH! 
C H RISTIA, . MY PRECIOUS SHlf'.ING STAR. 
YO U.RE T HE BIGGEST l'JSPIRATIO N IN .'vW LIFE! 
M O MMY LO V ES YOU ! GREGORY. FOL· 
LO\V YOUR DREAMS AND NEVE R GIVE UP! 
A BUEWA LIO-IA. RAY. SO"-JA. NORMA. A RT. 
D A' · T 1os. T IAS. PRIMOS. & DAD LES 
AGRADEZCO El AMOR Y APO YO QUE M l A 'J 
DADO ! " Los Qu1ERO Murno! " SO'-l'JY. 
VICKIE . MELVA. JULIE. GRACE. BERl'-ADl'JE . 
& ROSE T HA'JKS FOR YO UR SUPPORT & 
GREAT FRIE1, DSH IPS! SPECIAL THA1,KS TO 
PAClflC BELL ! 
GE O RG E A . GONZA LEZ 
B.A. CO MMU N ICAT IO ". ST U D IES 
M l '-iOR AO M INI ST RAT IO '-i OF 
JU ST ICE 
( WOULD HRST LI K, --:-o T HA, K ,\LL THt PtO· 
PLE WHO BE LI EVED Ii'- ME ! IT ·s BF<, A LO'JG 
T RIAL FOR THIS IMPORT '\,-- .'v\O M E's.T . BU- I 
FINALLY CRJ\DUATED. M Y EDUCAT IO, DOE S 
NOT STO P HERE. BU ' WILL CO°"TNJ E l'J--0 
GRADUATE SCHOOL. 
SPEGAL Tl-IA 'JKS. TO .\1Y SUPPORT GRO UP V1Y 
PARENTS WHO HA VE HELi' 1\1E ~HROUCI I 
T HIS D IFFICULT PE RI OD l'J 1'1'r LIFE! PLUS. -,-G 
MY DAUGHTER SAMA, T HA FOR Cl\ l'JG '1E 
THE ST Rt i'-GTHf'J A, D SPRIT. TO Fl 'J ISH 
SCHOOL. MY HEART IS \\ IT H MY f A\1 1LY 
AND I LOVE THEM VERY MUCH. M Y LOVE 
GOES O UT TO MY BROT HERS A,D SIST ERS 
AND ESPE Cl.ALLY TO SAMA" ~I-IA. 
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YOU I ME. I LOVE YOU GUYS!!! 
GEORGE C. GONZALEZ 
B.S. CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
MINOR: SOCIOLOGY 
FINALLY! THIS WORD BEST SUMMARIZES MY COLLEGE EXPERI.ENCE. I 
' WOULD LIKE TO TAKE THE TIME TO THANK THE PEOPLE WHO WERE 
WITH ME THROUGHOUT . THANK YOU TO MY FRIENDS FOR ALWAYS 
BEING THERE. MY T IAS. TIOS. PRIMOS. NEPHEWS. AND NIECES THIS IS 
FOR ALL OF YOU. MY BROTHERS AND SISTERS ROSIE: ELISEO. OSCAR. 
AND SONIA YOUR LITTLE. BIG BROTHER DID IT! I CAN ONLY HOPE 
THAT YOU ARE AS GRATEFUL AND PROUD TO HA YE ME AS A BROTH' 
ER AS I AM FOR HAYING YOU ALL IN MY LIFE. I CARRY A PIECE OF ALL 
FINALMENTE A MIS PADRES ANTONIA Y ELISEO POR INCULCAR LOS YALORES 
QUE ME HAN GUIADO DURANTE LOS ANOS DE NINEZ AL PRESENTE COMO 
HOMBRE. No ENCUENTRO LAS PALABRAS O MANERA PARA AGRADECERLES 
EL APOYO Y CARINO QUE ME HAN DADO. LOS QUIERO MUCHO. SIN EL 
AMOR DE USTEDES. ESTE DIA NO SERIA POSIBLE. GRACIAS! 
{r'p\_ 
ROCIO ANGELICA GONZALEZ 
B.S. ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE 
A S I APPROACH THIS MILESTONE IN MY LIFE AND ACCOMPLISH A PERSONAL GOAL. 
I MUST ACKNOWLEDGE THE PEOPLE THAT HAYE HELPED ME GET TO THIS POINT. 
I WOULD LIKE TO THANK MY MOM FOR HER CONSTANT LOVE AND GENEROSITY. 
AND FOR SINGLE-HANDEDLY RAISING ME. MOM THANKS FOR PUTTING UP WITH 
ME. l'D ALSO LIKE TO THANK MY ADVISOR ELIZABETH. WHO HAS PROVIDED ME 
WITH INVALUABLE GUIDANCE AND GENUINE CONCERN. FINALLY. TO SCOTT. 
YOU WERE THERE DURING MY MOST TRYING TIMES. AND YOU WERE MY LIFE'LINE 
WHEN I WAS DROWNING. You MADE ME REALIZE THAT I COULD PERSEVERE NO 
MATTER THE OBSTACLES. AND WITHOUT YOU. I WOULDN'T BE STANDING HERE 
TODAY. I DID IT!!!!!! 
-:. 16)'' 
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OSCAR. D. GUTIERREZ 
B.S. BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
CONCENTRATION IN LATIN AMERICA 
REcuERDOS DE ASPIRACION. MOTIVACION. y ANTICIPACION. POR 
EMPESAR Ml EDUCACION EN LA UNIYERSIDAD DE SAN JOSE STATE 
FUERON LA FUNDACION DE Ml EXPERIENCIA COMO ESTUDIANTE. 
RECIBIR Ml TITULO DE LA UNIYERSIDAD SERA UNA BASE PARA EL 
FUTURO y ADEMAS DE APRENDER EL ESTUDIO DE Ml CARRERA. APREN' 
DI CO T ABILIDAD Y DE LOS AzTECAS. 
LA DICIPLINA Y CONSEJOS LOS APRENDi DE MIS PADRES QUE FUERON 
YALORES INCULCADOS DESDE MUY CHICO. 0UIERO TOMAR ESTA 
OPORTUNIDAD PARA AGRADECERLES A MIS PADRES TODO EL ORGUL' 
LO. AMOR y PRECUPACIO QUE TUYIERON POR Ml. FINALMENTE A 
MIS HERMANOS Y HERMANA IGUAL QUE AMIGOS INTIMOS GRACIAS 
POR TODO. 
"A DIPLOMA IS A TICKET INTO THE 
ARENA YOU COULD EITHER SIT AND 
WATCH OR PLAY THE GAME." 
AILICIA HERNAN DEZ 
BA SOC IAL WO RK 
t DOY GRACIAS A D 1os POR HABERM[ PER· 
M IT IDO TERMl'-IAR UNA ETAPA .MUY IMPOR· 
TA"\/TE h Ml \'IDA. A MIS PADRtS AGRAm· 
SCO TODO EL APOYO QUE VIE A, BRl"DADO. 
SI'-. ELLOS f'-0 LO HUBIERA LOGRADO. LES 
AGR/\DESCO TODOS SUS CO,SEJOS Y SUS 
BUE'.OS EJEMPLOS. A Ml HtRMA '-A Y HtR' 
MA '-0 POR LE\ Af's T ARME 
EL A'JIMO CO'- SU ~t\n n ~ 
BUEN HUMOR. ~ ~ 
I \\'Al's T TO THA'-IK C ~ 
/\LL THE EOPS ~ , · :, 
STAFF AT WEST ~ ~ 
VALLEY COLLEGE. ALL \ '/ (/ U \l' T 
OF YOU HA\l Btl'-1 \lRV 
SUPPORTI\E A'-ID U'-IDERSTA,Ol,G. LETICIA 
FOR YOUR \\ORDS OF E'-COURAGE~lE'-T . 
KERRIE FOR BEl'JC SO fLE\IBLl. NA '.C' I OR 
vouR \\ORDS Of \VISDOi\1 .\'Jtl L\'.. FOR 
YOU R FRIE 'JDSHII' . 
DAVID HERNAN D EZ 
B.A.SPAi\.lSH 
Ml".OR: MEX-AMERICA"- ST UDIES 
UISIERA TOMAR U'.OS MOME'JTOS PARA 
DAR GRACIAS A TODOS AQ UELLOS QUE ME 
AYUDAR0'-1. ESTOY MUY AGR.ADESIDO POR 
TODO EL APOYO QUE ME 010 VII FAMILIA. E'-1 
ESPKIAL MIS PADRES JUA '-I Y ROSE°'SDA 
HER, A'-IDEZ. LJSTEDES ME 
E,S["-ARO, QUE LUCHA,DO ~,t\n n /.\__ 
PUEDO DOMl,AR ~r,~ 
CUALOUl[R META. A ,\II g , • .. ; 
HERMA,A Et SI LE DOY LAS ~ • ~ :, 
GRACIAS POR SER U'< GRA, ~ - ~ ~ 
rJEMPLo PARA sus 11E R· \'/ I.I ull'T 
,\\i\'.OS. ]UA'J C\RLOS Y ESAU 
A'JTHO,Y. QUIERO \ ER.LOS .\\UY FRO, l OE, 
ESTE LUG,\R.. TO ALL \\Y FRIE,DS. ,HA ,KS 
eOR PU- -l"G UP\\ 1-·H \\E l's ALL THE GOOD 
X'.D BAD Tl\\tS. Fl"ALL Y. A LA D A '.ZA 
Az·[ A T [ZKA-uP,\f..A. I WPRECl,\TE vouR 
SUPPORT. A ,D FOR ALLO\, l"G ,\\[ TO SHO\XI 
OUR CULTUR.AL PRIDE\\ l'Hl'-1 LA XITOl's TE' 
OUILA. MEXIKA TIAHUI. 
GABRIElA B. lEMUS 
B A FREN CH 
MINOR: ADMl"-I ISTRAT IO"- OF 
JUST ICE 
RIMERA,V\E1, 'E OUIERO DAR.LE GRACIAS A 
D1os Y A 1'v11S PADRES PO R HABERME DADO LA 
FUERZA Y El APOYO '-IECESAR.10 PARA PODER 
TER.Ml,AR Ml EDUCATIO'. U'..I\ERSITJ\RI\. 
0 UIERO TO-MAR ESTA OPORTU'-IIOAD TA~\BI• 
E'J PARA DECIRLES QUE ME SIE:,.. TO MUY 
O RGULLOSA DE SER PAR TF DE U,A FAJ\1111-\ 
QUE SE QUIERE Y SE APOYA. ESTc DIPL0\11\ SE 
LO DEDICO A USTEDfS. 51" SU CO\lPR.hSIO, 
v ESP[RA 'JZA [STO HU BIER,\ SIDO L\\POSIBLE. 
GRACIAS RFBfCA POR ES-AR \ \\I LADO ' 
HABER\1E A UO,\DQ DUR.,\'.:-E ESTOS A'-OS. A 
\\IS .\\AESTR.05. A•\\IGOS. Y ·\\UCHACHAS Dt 
SIGvlA T HE-A PSI. GR;ACLAS POR CO,\ERTIR 
lSlOS A'JOS l'-1 U,A l~PERIE'..CI.A l"Ol\lDABll 
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ROCIO LEMUS 
B.A. LIBERA L STUDIES 
M I NOR: PSYCHO LOGY 
IF THERE IS ONE LESSON THAT I HAVE COME 
TO LEARN. IT IS TO DISTILL WHAT IS IMPOR· 
TANT AND PRECIOUS. FAMILY. CLICHE OR 
NOT. BUT WITHOUT MY FAMILY I WOULDN°T 
HAVE MADE IT. MY SISTER COMMENTED HOW 
I HAD EVOLVED TO A WOMAN DURING THESE 
YEARS. BUT I DON°T SEE HOW. I FEEL NOW. 
MORE THAN BEFORE. THAT I WOULD BE LOST 
WITHOUT THEM. You WERE THERE TO 
ENCOURAGE ME WHEN I HAD LOST MY 
COURAGE. WHEN I FELT LOST YOU HELPED ME 
FIND MY WAY. I AM WHO I AM BECAUSE OF 
YOU. MIL GRACIAS! 
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ROBERTO A. LINARES 
B.A. BUS I NESS ADMIN I ST RATION CON · 
CENTRAT ION IN MARKETING. 
M I NO R : PSYC H O LOG Y 
I WOULD LIKE TO THANK AND DEDICATE MY sue· 
CESS TO MY FAMILY A D FRIENDS THAT HAVE SUP-
PORT ED. CRIED. PUSHED AND LOVED ME UNCON DJ· 
TIONALLY. WHILE I WENT DOWN MY UNIQUE PATH. 
MIL GRACIAS A Ml FAMILIA QUE VINO DESDE El 
SALVADOR. LA DISTANCIA NOS HACE MAS FUERTE. 
SPECIAL THANKS TO MY PARENTS FOR GIVING ME 
THE STRENGTH AND COURAGE TO GO AFTER MY 
D REAMS. T HEY HAVE HELD MY HAND TO HELP ME 
ARRIVE AT MY TODAY. NOW IT
0
S TIME FOR ME TO 
TEST THE STRENGTH OF MY LEGS AS I CLIMB INTO 
MY TOMORROW. 
ROS ELIA LOBATO 
B.S. ADMINISTRATION OF BUSINESS 
WITH A CONCENTRAT ION 
I N MA N AGEMENT I NFORMATION 
SYSTEMS 
B .S. SPAN I SH 
D ESPUES DE TANTO TRABAJO Y ESFUERZO PUDE 
LOGRAR Ml SUENO. ESTE SUENO SE A LOGRADO 
GRACIAS A TODOS AQUELLOS QUE ME AN BRINDADO 
SU APOYO Y CARINO: MIS PADJl.ES. ABUELOS (PAULA 
MARTINEZ. APOLINAR DIAZ. DANIEL V EGA Y 
MARTIN LOBATO+). MIS HERMANAS (MARIA AMADA 
Y MARIA DEL C ARMEN). MIS HERMANOS (ALFONSO. 
MARTIN. RODOLFO. Y ALEJANDRO). Ml FAMILIA. 
AMIGOsl AS. PROFESORAs/ES. Y A D 1os QUE SEIMPRE 
ESTUVIERQN CONMIGO. 
ESTE DIPLOMA SE LO 
DEDICO A ESPERANZA 
VEGA Ml MADRE Y A 
ALFONSO LOBATO 
Ml PADRE. 
RODOLFO LONGORIA JR. 
B.A . SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 
MINOR: SPA N ISH 
R£CIBIRME DE LA UNIVERSIDAD HA 5100 U1'\J 
RETO Q UE CON SACRIFICIO Y EL CREER E'\J 
SIMISMO HE LOGRADO SAUR ADELANTE. 
AHORA QUISIERA DARLE LAS GRACIAS A MIS 
PADRES. Ml HERMA'\JA NORMA Y HERMANO 
RUBEN POR EL APOYO QUE ME DIERON 
DURANTE MIS ESFUERSOS Y MAL RATOS QUE 
LES H ISE PASAR. ]AMAS LO HUBIERA LOGRADO 
SIN EL AMOR Y CARINO DE Ml FAMILIA. El SER 
UN CHICA '\JO EDUCADO Y PREPARADO E'\J LA 
SOCIEDAD HOY EN DIA ES OBTE ER EL DERE' 
CHO DE EXPRESAR NUESTRAS OPINIONES. 
TENER DERECHOS Y LA LIBERTAD DE UTILIZAR 
NUESTRAS IDEAS PARA 
SEGUIR ADELANTE y ~(\ n n ~ 
SUPERARNOS CON I:: :i 
EL ORGULLO DE SER C ':l 
MEXICANO. (:. .:, 
"0" Y POR ULTIMO ~ I.J U \1 '~ 
Go RAIDERS 
YA BABY! 
C LARA V. LOPEZ 
B.S. CRIM IN AL JUSTICE 
MINOR: CRIMINO LOGY 
L IFE EXPERIENCES CREATE A'\JD SHAPE WHO \VE ARE AS INDIVIDUALS. GRAOUATl'\JG FROM SA:'\J JOSE STATE 
UNIVERSITY WILL BE ONE O F THOSE EXPERIENCES. I STARTED \VORKl'\JG FULL'TIME FOR A CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
AGENCY UPOl'\J GRADUATING FROM HIGH SCHOOL. IT \VAS IN THIS CAPACITY THAT I CONTINUED TO 
WORK MY ~AY THROUGH COLLEGE IN ORDER TO ATTAl'\J MY DEGREE 11'\J CRIMINAL JUSTICE. IT IS THROUGH 
HARD WORK AND DETERMINATION THAT I BELIEVE ANYONE CAN DO ANYTHING THAT THEY SET THEIR MINDS 
TO DO. I WANT TO THANK MY FAMILY. FRIENDS. A1'\JD COLLEAGUES FOR THEIR SUPPORT AND ENCOURAGE' 
MENT ALONG THE \VAY. 
ERNIE LO PEZ 
B.S. BUSINESS ADM INI STRATION WITH A 
CONC ENT RATI ON IN MANAGEMENT IN FO R· 
MATIN SYSTEMS 
T O MY FAMILY: 
FINALLY. THIS COLLEGE WEIGHT HAS BEEN LIFTED OFF MY SHOULDERS. THESE 
PAST FEW YEARS GOING TO SJSU HAVE BEEN TOUGH. BUT WELL WORTH THE 
TIME I PUT INTO IT. ASIDE FROM THE ENDLESS NIGHTS STUDYING FOR 
MIDTERMS/FINALS. WORKING O N PROJECT S. AND MEETING WITH GROUP 
MEMBERS. MY COLLEGE YEARS HAVE BEE1'\J GREAT. WITHOUT THE SUPPORT OF MY ENTIRE FAMILY I WOULD NOT 
HAVE MADE IT THROUGH ALL OF THIS. THANK YOU WITH ALL MY HEART MOM FOR ~VERYTHING YOU\IE GIVE'\J 
ME. SANDRA. FOR ALL THE ENCOURAGEMENT. AND LAST BUT NOT LEAST YOLANDA. FOR BUGGING ME EVERY NIGHT AND 
GIVING ME THE BREAKS THAT I NEEDED WHILE I \VAS STUDYING·! REALLY NEEDED THOSE!!! 
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RODOlFO ILOPEZ 
B.S. BIO LOGY 
O u1mo DARLE LAS GRACIAS A :\\IS PADRES 
JOSE LOPEZ Y MARLA"- '-A M,\RTl"EZ DE 
LOPEZ. Es--r DIPLO\\,\ SE LAS DEDICO A UST· 
EDES POR TCDO SU ·\PO\O \ ,\YUD \ 
DURA v -E \ \IS A \OS ESCOLAR. A \\IS HER· 
\IA "-OS A "- ·\·R1T A. Ju,\"-· AL•\\A y JOSE JR. 
GRAGAS PCR ''ODO SU APOYO \ CO"-SEJOS. 
A 1\ \IS ABU LAS EL\ IRA ' R1T A GRACIAS POR 
SUS CO'-:SUOS Y CARl'JO QUl ,\\l HA"- DADO 
TODA LA \ IDA. A Ml CU"-ADO CARLOS 
GRACIAS POR TU A\IISTAD. 
A SPECIAL SHOUT OUT TO ALL 
-HE BROTHERS OF GA\\\IA z,-.,_ 
ALPHA FRATER"-1-Y l"-C.. vou 
GUYS .\ \ADE \ \Y COLLEGE YEARS 
w., 10RABLE . To ,\\V To., 1BSTO"-E 
PAR.TY CRE\\ THA "- KS FOR Bfl'JG THERE. 
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VERO NICA MAGANA 
B.A. SOCIAL \\ ORK 
I \\OULC LII--E TO TH.\"- .vl" fNvllLY fOR ALL 
-HERE SUPPOR- . DAD. E\E"- THOUGH YOU 
ARE FAR FRO\ \ ,\,\E . THA"-KS FOR YOUR suri· 
PORT A'JD LO\E. IT MEA"-S A LOT TO \I\E. 
IR,\IA A'JD JUA"-. I COULD"- ' HA\E DO"-E 
THIS \\ ITHOuT vouR U"-CO"-DITIO"-AL LO\ E 
A "-D SUPPOR- FOR THE PAST fl\ E YEARS. I 
TRU v APPRECIATE E\ ER Hl"-C YOL, BOTH 
H-\\ E DO"-E FOR \ll. ESTELA ·\"-D TERESA. I 
Fl"-ALL\ DID 1T! I LO\E 'OU BOTH. To ALL 
THE LADIES Of SIC\\.\ THETA rs, THA"-KS FOR 
ILL THE \\ O "-OERFUL \\E\10RIES. C ECI. 
Rl.\\l\lBER I \\ILL AL\\AYS BE HERE FOR YOU. 
Do" ·- GI\E u r. REBE. -,~A"-KS FOR AL\\Avs 
Bl/'JG THERE FOR W. KAPPA 's. vou \\ILL 
AL\\ .\VS 11..\\E A SPECIAL PLACE 1"- ,\\V HEART. I 
LO\E vou ALL. A"-D TO\\\ GRADUATl"-G s,s· 
T[RS. WE DID IT! TPSL 
LO\E. 
VERO"-ICA 
SONIA I. MAIELLO 
BS. B SINESS Flf"-A'-,CE 
I \VA"-T TO THA 'JK MY DEAR HUSBA "-D. TO\\. 
FOR HIS LO\, A 'JD SUPPORT. BUT •\.10ST Of ALL. 
FOR Bllll\l'JG I" .~\l. . \'JD fOR l"STILLl"-G l'J 1\\l 
THE I\\POR-.\"-CE OF A"- EDUCA·IO"-. I LO\E 
vou. 
MF CUST.\RIA DEDIC.\R ES-E DIA A \1/S PADRES. 
MO"-A v NEO. roR SU "' \O'l.. SLS CO"-SEJOS. y 
SLS ~.\LABRAS Df "-SPIRACIO"-. LOS A.\110 CO"-
~ODO ,v1: CORI\ZO"-. 
I\ 0"- 'JE A "-D ALFRED. -HA 'JK YO U FOR YOUR 
SU l'PORT ,\'JD P\TIE '-JCE. AND RE,,1E,\1BER vou 
CA" DO II TOO. 
Fl "-.ALL Y. I \\A"-T TO -HA 'JK ,\\Y BOSS .\ "-D \\EV 
TOR. C LIFF BL:RROUS. f()R HIS SUPPORT. 
£"-COURAGE.\ 1E"-T. A "-D GUIDA "-CE DURl"-G Tf IE 
LAS- 'J/"-E YEARS. 
SUSANA MANCERA 
M.A. ADM INISTRATION IN 
ED U CAT ION 
No EXISTEN PALABRAS QUE EXPRESEN EL 
INMENSO AMORY GRATITUD QUE SIENTO 
HACIA Ml FAMILIA. EN UN PASADO ESTE 
LOGRO SE ME HACIA UN PUNTO EN EL INFINI· 
TO. MAS LA FE Y EL APOYO QUE MIS PADRES. 
MIS HERMANOS. Y Ml ESPOSO ME HAN BRINDA' 
DO ME HA FORJADO UN CAMINO DE OPTI· 
MISMO Y POSIBILIDAD. 
HOY SIENTO QUE POR FIN PUEDO PAGARLES 
UN POCO DE LO QUE SIN CONDICION ALGU· 
NA ME HAN OTORGADO-- EsTE TITULO UNI' 
VERSITARIO Q UE HOY RECIBO. SE LOS DEDICO 
DE TODO CORAZON. 
Ml FAMILIA ES LA RAIZ DE Ml INSPIRACION y 
MOTIVACION. 0UE DIOS ME LOS BENDIGA ... 
DEBBIE MARTINEZ 
B.A. HISTORY 
FIRST AND FOREMOST . I WANT TO THANK 
JESUS. THE LORD OF MY LI FE. FOR HELPING ME 
EVERY STEP OF T HE WAY. H E IS A TRUE 
FRIEND AND MY DAILY STRE1NGTH AND GUID' 
ANCE. SECONDLY. I WANT TO THANK THE 
PERSON THAT MADE THIS ALL POSSIBLE -
MOM. I COULD NOT HAVE DONE THIS WITH' 
OUT YOU. YOUR UNSELFISH. DEDICATED SUP-
PORT IS WHY I AM HERE TODAY. I DEDICATE 
THIS DIPLOMA TO YOU. STEPHANIE AND 
ALBERT. THANKS FOR PUTIING UP WIT H ALL 
MY LATE NIGHT STUDY SESSIONS. You ARE A 
WONDERFUL FAMILY AND I THANK YOU AND 
GRANDMA FOR YOUR PRAYERS AND LOVING 
SUPPORT!. .. 
STEFANIE L. MEJIA 
B.A. SOCIOLOGY 
FIRST . I WANT TO THANK MY MOTHER AND 
GRANDPARENTS. YOUR CONSTANT LOVE AND 
SUPPORT HAS GUIDED ME THROUGHOUT THE 
YEARS. WE FINALLY MADE IT! THANKS TO MY 
SISTER. KRIS AND MY NINO AND NINA. 
DARRIN. YOUR UNDERSTANDING AND SUPPORT 
MEANS A LOT TO ME. THANKS FOR BELIEVING IN 
ME. I LOVE YOU! 
LAST BUT NOT LEAST . MUCH LOVE GOES 
OUT TO MY BEAUTIFUL SISTERS O F SIGMA ALPHA 
ZETA. I AM GRATEFUL FOR THE MEMORIES AND 
BONDS I HAVE CREATED. How COULD I FOR· 
GET MY GAMMA CLASS. THUG GIRLZ. ROAD 
TRIPS AND CRAZY PARTIES? SPICE LOVES YOU. 
HEY HEY!! 
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MARIBEL ME LGOZA 
B.S. BUSI NESS ADMIN ISTRATION.MAR· 
KETING 
0 UIERO DEDICAR Ml TITULO A TODAS AQUEL· 
LAS PERSONAS QUIENES NO TUVIERON LAS MIS' 
MAS OPORT U1'JIDADED. ESPECIALMENTE A 
DIOS Y A LA VIRGEN POR EL ESFUERZO ESPIRITU' 
AL Q UE ME HAN DADO SIEMPRE. A MIS PADRES 
VICTOR Y MARIA Y A MIS HERMANOS. FAMIL' 
!ARES. AMIGOS Y CONSEJEROS. SIN EL APOYO DE 
ELLOS. Ml META UBIERA 5100 MAS DIFICIL 
LOGRAR. ESTOS ULTIMOS ANOS HAN SIDO 
LOS MAS DIFICILES DE Ml VIDA. SI ME PREGUN· 
TARIAN SI CAMBIARIA TODO LO QUE HE 
H ECHO. LES DIRIA QUE NO! FINALMENTE. 
JAVIER THANKS FOR BEING THERE. P.S. COY 
KEEP UP THOSE STRAIGHT A
0
S. 
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SARA MEZA 
'T ODO SACRIFICIO T IENE SU RECOMPENSA. " 
ESTE ES EL GRITO DE ALIENTO CON EL CUAL Ml 
MAMA SIEMPRE ME EMPUJO PARA QUE CONTIN' 
UARA CON MIS ESTUDIOS. A Tl MAMA TE 
DEDICO Ml TITULO PORQUE TU FUISTE LA QUE 
TE SACRIFICASTE PARA QUE ESTE DIA FUERA 
TODA UNA REALIDAD Y NO UN SUENO. 
GRACIAS A TODAS AQUELLAS PERSONAS Q UE 
DE UNA U OTRA MANERA HAN TOCADO Ml 
VIDA. EN ESPECIAL AQUELLAS QUE ME HAN 
INFLUENCIADO. 
GLORIA P. M OLT 
B.S.CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
( ACCOMPLISHED ONE OF THE MANY GOALS J 
SET FOR MYSELF. BUT J COULDN'T HAVE D01'JE 
IT WITH OUT THE C REATOR. THE SUPPORT 
OF MY FAMILY. AND THE ~ELIEF J HAVE IN 
MYSELF. CON TODO CORAZON QUIERO 
AGRADESER HUMILDEMENTE A TODA Ml FAMIL' 
IA. MIS TIOS. Y MIS AMIGOS POR AYUDARME 
LOGRAR ESTA META. TO THE MAN J ADMIRE 
AND GREATLY LOVE. WORDS ARE SIMPLY NOT 
ENOUGH TO THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUP· 
PORT. UNCONDITIO NAL LOVE. AN D CONVIC' 
TION IN ME. 
You ARE MY EVERYTHING ... ! LOVE YOU. 
MARIBE L N AT IV IDAD 
BS BU Sl '-IESS ADM l "I IST IZATI O ,'- :V1A R· 
KE Tl '\JG 
O u1mo DEDIC \R .v 11 Tr·uLo A ,ODAS ".OUFL' 
LAS i'ERSCJ'-. .\S OUIE,lS ,o ' UVl [RO'J LAS ,v11s· 
MAS OPOR TU, IDADED. ESPEC l•\L:V1E, --E '< 
DIOS Y ;\ LA VIRGE, l'OR ll lS~IJlRZCl ESPIRJ -u· 
AL OUE 'v 1E 1\ 'J DADO SIEMl' RE. A ,11s P".DRFS 
VICTOR ' '1 \ RIA Y A 'v1iS HlR.'v 1A 'JOS. rAVllL" 
LARES . AMIGOS Y CO'JSEJEROS. Si'- EL "-POYO DE 
ElL OS. ,V11 \Wr A UBIER."- SIDO ,1AS 
~"",, ~ D IFICll LOGRAR. ESTOS urn· ~ • • ~ \105 A,OS HA, SIDO LOS 
C • , '".1 :I ,1AS '.) lflCILES D, ,\11 \ IDA. 
~ ::, SI \1t l'RlGU'ffARI.\, SI 
~ ~ r \~ (/ U'T , ,\\1BI.\RIA TODO LO C),_,f 
U f If HECHO, I ES DIRI \ QUE ,()I 
fl'JAl:\1f"TE. JA\ IER 'H.A,KS FOR 
BE l'JG TH ERE. l'.S. COY KHP UP THOSE 
STRAICIH A' s. 
PAT RIC IA N AT !VIIDA D 
B.A. PO LIT ICA L SC IE'-! C E 
Ml '-IOR: MEX IC A '\J A,\'1ERI CA '\J ST U D l~ S 
Mis P DRFS SAcl lRO'\J m SU PlllBLO. 
HUECORIO 
E"- M IC KX A,. /'AEXICO l'J ilUSCA lf 
.\\EJ ORES OPOR·· u,ID\DES PARA SU F.\•\111" 
IA.& ,Bsr : 
Sl EY-ABLECIERO, EV.. SA, 
JOSE DO, [)[ 'JACI v ,\1l 
HE CRIADO. & '\JBSP: 
DURA, Tf --CD-I 
'v11 \'ID.A 1'vllS PADRES, 
ICLIAL O llf MIS ABU ELi-<)S . 
tc"",,1 c( . "' :i 
~ '". ; ::, 
~I.I u\l'~ 
·W I IA'J SER\'IDO COMO FL:E"-~-E 
DE l"-SPI RACIO, PA l<.A ,UCH,\R ' SEGUIR ADE" 
L.\, - E.&, BSP: POR ESTA RAZO, O 'JISiERA 
AGR.\DECERLtS ~ODO EL A'v10R v APOYO Q UE 
SIE.\1PRE W HA'- iiRl"-D•\DO .& ,Bsr: Pm . 
lcl' l,\ 10. O UIERO DEDICARLE Ml ,ITULO A Ml 
.AEUfll-0 '- VJ 10 Q UE F•\lLECIO HAG 
u ,m W,ES.&"IBSP: A u ,ouE El V.>, FALLECIC 
vo Fs--oy SEGURA O L,l CO'.JDE EL St 
E,CUE, TR, EL ES- .\ :\1LIY ORGULLOSO D, ,\11. 
KAT H Y NE VAREZ 
B.A . SOC AL SC IH C : 
T HIS H.\S BE E, A LO'-C -- ,,\ IE C0\11,C bG -
WITH COVi\'11-,-,\,\[,-- . \'JD F.\1--11 1, Gou 1-'IS 
LATI , UID IT ! MOM A,D D A'J. ' O l H,1\l 
BE,, ,\'1' l'JSPIR ,--10, A '\JD Rf \SO, 'OR 
DOl,G, I DEDIC\'[ THIS DIPL0:\1A 'C 'OU, 0 
LOVE YOU BCTH ,\111 CHAEL , ()L, ;;, I 0\ f A '\Jl) 
hCOURAGb\\tV.. T HA\ E HELPED,\;\[ 7 H kCJIJCH 
THIS. THAN~.S BABY! TO MY CRA,DD,\RE', S, 
BkOTHERS. fA,\11l Y A 'JD fRl [ , DS, vouR LC\ E 
A, D SUPPO R- \VE RE f SS E"-TlAL. -· , IA." ~S. LIL 
YO u ARE 'JO r O,L y MY BES-- FRIE"-D su- \\\ 
SIST ER. BER"-! E, CAS\, CUA- AS. C \Bf . JOcl . .. 
LET, LUPITA A.'JD MOLLY. YO L .R.E -,-;E BE S· ! 
Fl"-ALL v. DAMIA,, YO UR FRlf '-DSHID Ci'A ,::CED 
,\\Y lH. -HA 'JK YOl) \ D ICS! 
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TERRY OCHOA 
MAJOR : SOC IAL SCI ENC E 
MINOR: SPAN ISH 
IT HAS BEEN A LONG WINDING ROAD AND 
COUNTLESS OBSTACLES HAVE CROSSED MY PATH. 
WHAT ONE DAY SEEMED AN IMPOSSIBILITY TODAY 
BECOMES A REALITY. I DEDICATE THIS ACADEMIC 
ACCOMPLISHMENT TO THE LA TE LUCILLE "COOKIE" 
SAPIENS. SHE WAS TRULY MY INITIAL INSPIRATION 
IN THIS VENTURE AND HAD IT NOT BEEN FOR HER 
CONFIDENCE IN ME. I WOULD NOT BE HERE 
TODAY. I ALSO WOULD LIKE TO EXPRESS MY APPRE· 
CIATION FOR THE SUPPORT GIVEN TO BY MY 
NINETY YEAR OLD MOTHER. PRUDENCIA 
GUTIERREZ. AND MY DAUGHTER DIANE (ALSO A 
GRADUATE) AND MY SON. ALEX FOR THEIR UNFAIL· 
ING SUPPORT. THANK YOU LORD FOR LETTING 
THEM SHARE IN THIS JOYOUS OCCASION. 
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CHRISTINA OLIDE 
B.S. ACCOUNTING & 
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION 
SYS TEM S 
EST AS PALABRAS SON PARA RECORDARME 
QUIEN SOY HOY. Y QUIEN QUIERO SER SIEM· 
PRE. AGRADESCO TODO LO QUE TENGO. 
VIVO TODOS LOS DIAS PROFUNDAMENTE. 
TENGO TANTOS SUENOS. TANTO 
AMOR.TANT A VIDA. Y TANT A GRA TITUD. 
ESTOY ORGULLOSA EN SABER QUE NUNCA 
ME ARREPE TIRE DE NO HABERLE DICHO A 
Ml FAMILIA QUE LOS QUIERO MUCHO·HE 
LOGRADO QUE ELLOS LO SEPAN. GRACIAS 
DIOS POR HABERME BENDICIDO CON UNA 
FAMILIA TAN MARAVILLOSA. SIN 
RECONOSER TODAS EST AS COSAS . LOS EXI· 
TOS EN Ml VIDA NO IMPORT ARAN. MAMI. 
DADDY. MARY. CUCA. FRANK. ALEX USTEDES 
SON EL CENTRO DE Ml UNIVERSO Y LA RAIZ 
DE Ml ESFUERZO . 
HECTOR OLIVA JR. 
B.A. INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MINOR: LATIN·AMERICAN ST UDIES 
I WOULD FIRST LIKE TO THANK Goo FOR 
ALLOWING ME TO SEE THE SUNRISE AND SUNSET 
EVERY DAY. ALSO M Y PARENT FOR GUIDING ME 
THROUGH T HE OBSTACLES THAT NO ONE 
INTENDS. BUT ALWAYS SEEMS TO ARISE . MY REL' 
ATIVES AND FRIENDS FOR BEING SUPPORTIVE 
AND GIVING ME ADVICE THAT I WILL NEVER 
TAKE FOR GRANTED. FINALLY. MY GRANDPAR' 
ENTS FOR HAVING AN AFFECT ON MY LIFE 
DIRECTLY AND INDIRECTLY. CON CARINO Y 
AMOR. GRACIAS ABUELITOS POR ENSENARME EL 
CAMINO A LLEGAR AL TRIUNFO DE ALCANZAR 
LAS ESTRELLAS. CON MUCHO RESPECT O LES DOY 
LAS GRACIAS A CARLOS. VITALINO. ALBERT INA. y 
MARIA. 
JE SS ICA IP INIIILlA 
BA SPANISH 
( \\OULD ESPECIALLY LIKE --o THA'\ MY PAR' 
h S fOR ALL THEIR SUPPORT A,D E,COU R' 
ACE.\\E, T THROUGHou- MY mucATIOf\-. 
T HtY HA\t MADE IT POSSIBLE FOR ME I'\ COM' 
vLE-l"C Mv DEGREE ,\ '-ID CO'\:Tl,Ul'\G \,W 
fU f URE tDUCATIO,Al COAI S. I HA\JE GAl'JEO 
l'-ICREASEO K'-!O\\LEDGE. \\ ORLDLY A'\D 
SCHO LASTICALLY. I" MY STUDIES ABROAD 
\\ HICH WOULD ".OT HA\ [ 8[[, PO'>SIBLt 
\\l~HOUT fHt SUPPOR- OF \\Y PARE'\ TS. 
Al'v\ GRATEFUL fOR THEIR U'\C:0,01--IO'JAL 
LO\t A 'JD \\A 1,c \iE Tl IE PFRSO, I A\l 
ODA 'r. FOR THtSE REASO".S I DEOICA TE - HIS 
DtCRll TO ,\\Y PARE, S. \\ HO H,\ \ E PUT I'\ 
,\ \UCH Tl.'v \f A ,D ff FOR . A ,D \\ HO GREA TL' 
DESER\ E IT. T1 li\".1-- \OU roR l\lRV•Hl'\G. 
TE A'v\0 'vlUCI 10. 
Su HIJA. 
JESSICA 
ELVA HU ERTA rRIETO 
B.A. SOC O LO GY WITH A 
CONCE'\. TRATI O '\.J I '\. CR IMl '\.O _OGY 
Mt flR.PARACIO'\. ACADEM ICA HA SIDO UN RE-I O Q UE 
HE LOGRADO CO'-s SACR.IF ICIO Y Di:RTERMINACIO'\. . 
QUE SI:--- EL APO YO DE MIS PADRES. "-0 HUBli:RA PODI-
DO LOGRAR. P1\RA TODOS USTEDES QU IE '\.JES HAN 
DEMONSTRADO SU AMO~ Y CARl'\JO AL SOPOR-
T AR.ME. MIL CRACIAS DE TODO CORAZON! MIS HER-
MA NOS LUPE Y OCTAVIO AL PODER flO'\.JER fl EJEMPLO 
AN TE ELLOS. CO'\.J ,'vkJCHO OR.GULLO LES DEDICO M l 
TITULO. Fl"-ALMENTE. GRACIAS A D IOS roR. LOS 
PADRES QUE ME 010. O UIENES POR 28 ANOS DE Ml 
VIDA HAN SIDO M IS GUIAS. CON SUS 
CONSEJOS Y SABIDLJRIA ME HA'-J D IRIJI· &.(\ 0 '1 ~ 
~ ~ DO POR [STf CA!v11 '\JO . PARA SER UNA :V\f:XICA",A EDLCADA Y 
~RtPAMDA PARA TRIU'-JFAR E"- LA 
c ~ 
1: - ,-, :::, 
VIDA. OCTA\ iO Y CA ,OE POR ';U ,\POYO ,'.. r , 
y SU FE El'- 'v\l ttTER 'v\ \1E, 'E \ \, .\\iOR• ~ (/ U \l '~ 
Y A IBA C:.JA'>A 1UATQI POR SU A00YO Y 
SU ·r f" \1. A Sf'.OR.\ cl '-.D.\ O'lTEGA ,UI\.C,\ 
01 \ !DARE LO OLIE H,SO ·;oR \\ t.\1JL GK-ACIAS. 
ED UARDO PALAC IO S 
B.A. _IN GUI ST C S 
Ml '-, O R: . AflA'\. ESE 
( WOULD LI KE TO THA''-IK \IY MOM. \lr 
BROTHERS. A , D LALO FOR All Of THEIR S'JP' 
PORT DURl'-'G .l\l':' C:OLUCt YEARS. I \\OULD 
LIKE -;-o THA'-.K Mv BEAL:TIFUL \\ IFE J'l,E- FOR 
HER CO'I.IP\,v A'\D t'>COUR..\Gt.'l.1E'> 1 OUR' 
1,G ,\\'' l\S- '2 YEARS AT SJSU. M ,\'JY \\CV 
DE Rf UL 7 Hl'\CS HAl'flt ,tD TO \1E LAST YHR. . 
I". PAR'ICULAR. I co· MARRIED A,D MY~\ C[ 
GAV[ Bl rH 7 0 \ HA'\USOW B·\BY BOY· 
EDUARDO JR. ! I N,1 PROUD TO BE --I IE FI RS-~ 
MEMBER 01 MY I.A\11LI O GRN)IJ·ITf ,\'>f) 
f XPfC· TO SEE \1Y YOU,CER BRO'HERS DO 
't IE S'\\1[ I'\ THl C:O\ll"-C 'cAI<.\. 
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REGINA RESEND EZ 
B.A. CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
I WOULD LIKE TO GIVE A BIG THANKS AND 
LOVE TO MY DAD. MOM. AND SISTER FOR 
BEING THERE THROUGHOUT MY COLLEGE 
YEARS. AND SUPPORTING MY DECISION ALL 
THE WAY. To MY BEST FRIEND. MY MOM. 
THANK YOU FOR LISTENING TO ME WHEN I 
NEEDED TO LET SOME STRESS OUT. I WOULD 
LIKE TO THANK MY 
AUNTS. UNCLES. ~{\ n n ~ 
COUSINS. GRAND' ~ ~ 
PARENTS. AND C ~ ::1 
FRIENDS FOR SUP' ~ ::, 
;. ~ 
PORTING ME. PAPA. ~ , \1 '\"51' 
YOUR BIG GIRL DID IT! (/ U 
IF IT WASN'T FOR MY PAR· 
ENTS SUPPORT AND LOVE. I WOULDN'T BE 
WHERE I AM TODAY. 
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ARISVE RODRI GUEZ 
B.S. BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE I PSYCHOLOGY 
G RACIAS. A TODOS QUE ME DIERON SU 
APOYO. A MIS HERMANAS. FAMILIARES. AMI· 
GOS Y PRINCIPALMENTE A MIS PADRES POR 
TODA LA CONFIANZA QUE DEPOSITARON 
EN Ml. PARA Ml HOY ES UN DIA MUY ESPE· 
CIAL. LE DOY GRACIAS A DIOS POR HABERME 
PERMITIDO COMPARTIR ESTE MOMENTO 
CON LAS PERSONAS QUE MAS Q UIERO. HA 
SIDO UNA TRA YECTORA LARGA Y DIFICIL. 
PERO MIS PADRES FUERON Y SIGUIRAN SIEN· 
DO Ml MOTIVACION PARA SAUR ADELANTE. 
THANK YOU JU NIOR FOR ALL YOUR SUP· 
PORT. GRACIAS A DIOS POR HABERME 
DADO FUERZAS Y FORTALEZA PARA SEGUIR 
ADELANTE Y NO DEJARME VENCER. 
MIGUEL RODRIGUEZ 
B.A.POLITICA L SCIENCE WITH HONORS 
MINOR: SPANISH & 
MEXICA N AM ERICAN ST UD IES 
I WOULD LI KE TO TAKE THIS TIME TO THANK 
ALL THOSE THAT MADE THIS DAY POSSIBLE: 
MY PARENTS. MIGUEL AND ANGELINA 
RODRIGUEZ. MY SIBLINGS JUAN AND SANDRA. 
AND THE REST OF MY FAMILY 
AND FRIENDS THAT 
WERE THERE TO 
PUSH ME DURING 
MY DOWN TIMES. 
SPECIAL THANKS 
TO DANIEL AND 
CITLALI . QUERIA 
DECIRLE GRACIAS A MIS 
PADRES. MIGUEL Y ANGE LI NA RODRIGUEZ YA 
TODA Ml FAMILIA Y AMIGOS QUE ME HAN 
APOY ADO. SIN USTEDES ESTE DIA NO SE 
HUBIERA REALIZADO. SIGO MIS ESTUDIOS A 
CAUSA DE USTEDES. 
!NOME DEJO! 
"IF YOU ARENT PART OF THE SOLUTION. YOU'RE 
PART OF THE PROBLEM." 
ROSA RODRIGUEZ 
135 . ADM I "- STRAT IO'\J O F JUSTICE 
M INOR: ANT H ROPOLOG Y 
A '\JHS OUE '\JADA. Q UI ERO DAICl LAS GRACIAS 
A Tl ,V1A'v1A, , roR TU AMOR.. T U C.OMrRE'\JSIO'\J. 
PERO SOBRE TODO. r oR ESE APOYO y ESE AVIOR 
Q UE ME 1-\IZC) SEGUIR ADE LA"-TE. A T l, HILARIO. 
POR ESAS PALABRAS QUE •'v\E AYUDARO'-. A 
REFLE\10'\JAR.. A Ml I !ERM A '\11:0. MtCI iAEL Y A 
\11 HERMA '\IA , JA '\JET. LO S OUIERO \1UCHO! 
PERO . ESPECIALME'\.TE PARA M l QUERIDO HIJO. 
ALEXZA'--DER. ES A T l A 
Q UIE'-- LE DEDICO ESTE GR.A'\. T RJU'\JFO. 
G RJ\CIAS! 
T o A'\JT0'-.10. J'M SO LUCKY T O HAVE YOU I'~ 
,\IY LIFE . A LEXZ A'-.OtR. •\\Y GRtATES T !~.SPIRA' 
TIO'-., V\0,\1,VlY LOVtS YOU\\ ITH ALL HER 
HEART! 
!ELIZABETH ROMAN 
BA BIO LOG tCAL SC IE t\CE 
BA C O M l,1U "- ICA TI 0 1'\ ST UDI ES 
,V\l '-iO R: C H EMI STR Y 
I WOULD LIKE TO T AKE THIS OPl'ORTU· 
f'.- ITY TO THANK GOD FOR MAKl".C MY 
GRADUA T IO'\ POSSIBLE. WIT HO UT 
FAITH. IT COULD"-T HAVE BEE '-I DO'\JE. 
WO ULD ALSO LIKE TO THA '-IK MY PAR· 
E'-ITS. EVA Af'.-D SIDOf'.-10 ROMA '-I FOR 
THEIR CARlf'-0 AND SUPPORT LOS 
O UIERO M UCHO!!! JOE CESSY Bl'BBA. 
ALEX. BEN'-IIE. CLARISSA. AMERICO. V1ARIA. 
BECKY. JR Pl"--A. FAM ILIA TEMORES. 
FAMILIA ROJAS. CAM A '-IG0'-1 FAMILY. BIO 
DEPMT ME"--TS CHE AND SAC'-iAS 
STLlDY CREW. YOSHll'S KAJUKE'\;BO 
CREW. XIPE·TOTEC MY CO·WOR' ERS. 
A D CLOSE FRIE '-iDS ... YO U GUYS ARE MY 
l'\JSPIRATIO"-! ROLANDO BABY.I LOVE 
YOU !!! THIS XICA "-A LAT "\A. MESTIZA. 
MEXICA"-\.A-AME ICA "-A S PROUD TO 
HAVE GRADUATED eROM SA'-1 JOSE 
STATE U "-- IVERSITY. KNO\X/lf'.-G T HAT 1\LL 
THAT STUDYl'-IG HAS !)AID OFF! 
JORGIE SANDOVAL 
~.S. l '\JDUSTRIAL TEC H "-OLOG Y 
Ml '\OR: BU SINE SS MA'-.AG EM E'-I T C0'-1· 
CE"- TRATI OI' MA '-i U FAC T lJRl"-G 
E ST O Y .\ \UY CO'--TE'\JTO DE PODER ALCA '-'' 
ZAR U'-.A DE M iS METAS M AS GRA'\JDES E" \11 
\ IDA. SE REO UIRIO .'>\UCHO ESFUERZO . OED!' 
CACIO'\J, Y GA '-. AS. LE O UIERO D A.R GRAC.IAS . \ 
M l FAMILIA Y A TCDOS \ 115 A,\ 11CO S POR SU 
AYUDA. Su APO\'O M E AYUDO v\UCHISIV1() . 
ESPECIALME'-. T( [L APOYO DE MIS PADR[~ . OU[ 
\ 1'-IIER0'-1 A ES--E PAl'i CO', EL SUE '-.0 Df DARLE 
U '-.A VIDA \1E JOR A SUS H IJOS . ESPERO our 
ESH OIPL0,\1A SIR\ -"- C0.\10 U"-A PEO Uf'-.A 
MUESTR;\ DE M l AGR;\DECI\ \1E'-. -o. G RACl,\S! 
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ROBER TO 0 . SOTELO 
B.S. KINES IO LOGY 
MINOR: PSYCHOLOGY 
FINALLY!! THANK YOU TO MY LOY' 
ING PARENTS WHO HAVE PROVIDED ME WITH 
THE GREATEST FRUITS OF LIFE. INCLUDING 
TUITION. YOU
0
RE THE PUREST TWO PEOPLE l°VE 
COME ACROSS IN MY LIFE . AND I DO ALL THIS 
FOR YOU. To MY BROTHER WHO PAVED THE 
PATH FOR ACADEMIC SUCCESS. 
TO MY EXTENDED FAMILY. 111. t\ O l'7 ,\_ 
IN HOPES THAT MY ~ "7 
ACADEMIC SUCCESS g ; 
MAY INFLUENCE OUR ~ ::, 
FUTURE GENERATIONS. ~ (/ U \1 ,~ 
LOVE TO MY SIGMA \ # • T 
LAMBDA BET A BROTHERS 
WHO HAVE MADE MY COLLEGE YEARS UNFORGET' 
TABLE. AND LONG. FINALLY. LOVE TO ALL MY 
BROTHERS WHO I GREW UP WITH AND SUPPORT' 
ED MY COLLEGE CAREER. SPECIAL THANKS TO MY 
AUNT. LINDA ORTEGA. ONTO GRADUATE 
SCHOOL!! 
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C ELIA SEMA 
B.S . NURSING 
CIUICIERA DEDICAR ESTA DIPLOMA A MIS 
PADRES. ABEL Y YOLANDA MORAN. GRACIAS 
POR TODA SU AYUDA. INSPIRACION Y AMOR. 
SIN UDS. NADA DE ESTO FUERA POSIBLE. ES 
POR UDS. DOS Q UE YO SOY LA PERSONA DE 
HOY. Los Q UIERO MUCHO. A M l ESPOSO. 
GRACIAS POR TODO TU APOYO Y ESFUERZO. 
Tu ERES Ml FUENTE DE FUERZA. No HAIGA 
PODIDO PASAR MIS CLASES DE ENFERMERIA SIN 
TU APOYO . TE QUIERO MUCHO. I LOVE 
YOU TALI AND VICTOR. GRACIAS A Ml FAMIL' 
IA Y A MIS SUEGROS POR TODO. Y GRACIAS A 
D IOS POR PONER ME EN ESTE CAMINO. 
RALPH SERMANO 
B.S. BUS INESS MANAGEMENT 
T HANK YOU VERY MUCH MOM AND DAD 
FO R ALL THE SUPPORT. ENCOURAGEMENT . 
AND HELP YOU HAVE BOTH GIVEN TO ME. 
THANK YOU FOR ALL THE LOVE YOU
0
VE HAVE 
GIVEN TO MY SON T AKOT A. AND FOR 
ALLOWING ME THE TIME TO CONTINUE WITH 
MY EDUCATION. THANK YOU TAKOTA FOR 
BEING PATIENT WITH ME THROUGHOUT THE 
FIRST TWO YEARS Of YO UR LIFE. I GIVE MY 
MOST SINCERE THANKS TO YOU SHARON 
JOYCE FOR BELIEVING IN ME. AND NEVER GIV' 
ING UP ON US THROUGHOUT MY 
~ t\ 0 l'7 ~ COLLEGE CAREE R. THANK YO U 
~ ~ TO ALL MY BROTHERS AND 
C ':l SISTERS FOR THE ENCOUR' i · ? AGEMENT YOU ALL HAVE 
\~ (/ u\l'~ GIVEN ME. 
YVETTE SADDIK 
B.S. POLITICAL SCIENCE 
P RIMERAMENTE LE QUSIERA DAR LAS GRACIAS A 
LA PERSONA MAS IMPORTANTE EN Ml VIDA. Ml 
MADRE . GRACIAS POR EL APOYO Q UE M E HAS 
DADO Y GRACIAS POR SER FUERTE DURANTE 
LOS T IEMPOS MAS DIFICILES. LE DOY GRACIAS 
POR SER FUERTE DURANTE LOS TIEMPOS MAS 
DIFICILES. LE DOY GRACIAS A DIOS QUE ME BEN' 
DICIO CON UNA MADRE COMO USTED. 
RAUL.ROBERTO.& CHRISTINE: KNOW THAT 
YOU GUYS CAN LIVE OUT ANY DREAM YOU 
HAVE AND I AM ALWAYS HERE FOR YOU GUYS. 
I LOVE YOU GUYS! DE LA ROSA FAMILY: THANK 
YOU FOR Al l YOUR SUPPORT AND POSIT IVE 
REINFORCEMENT . RICHARD: T HANK YOU FOR 
ALWAYS BEING T HERE FOR ME. I LOVE YOU 
BABE! 
JORGE SANDOVAL 
B.S . INDUSTIAL TECHNOLOGY 
M INOR: BUSINESS MANAGEM ENT CON-
CENTRAT ION MAN UFAC TU RING 
E STOY MUY CONTENTO DE PODER ALCAN' 
ZAR UNA DE M IS METAS MAS GRANDES EN M l 
VIDA. SE REQUIRIO MUCHO ESFUERZO. DEDI' 
CACI01'J. Y GANAS. LE Q UIERO DAR GRACIAS A 
Ml FAMILIA Y A TODOS MIS AMIGOS POR SU 
AYUDA. SU APOYO ME AYUDO M UCHISIMO. 
ESPECIALME TE El APOYO DE MIS PADRES. QUE 
VIN IERON A EST E PAIS CON EL SUENO DE DARLE 
UNA VIDA M EJOR A SUS HIJOS. ESPERO QUE 
ESTE DIPLOMA SIRVA COMO UNA PEQUENA 
MUEST RA D E M l AGRADECIMIENTO. GRACIAS! 
RUBY SARAB IA 
B.A. SOC IOLOGY 
M INOR: DEAF ED UCATION 
SOCIOLOGY. BA: M INOR. DEAF EDUCAT ION 
MOM. YOU INST ILLED IN ME THAT EDUCAT ION WAS MY 
FIRST PRIORITY AND THAT YOU WOULD T AKE CARE OF 
T HE REST. You ALWAYS MADE SURE I NEVER DID WIT H' 
OUT . I WANT YOU TO KNOW I APPRECIATE All YO U 
HAVE DO E TO INSURE A BETTER LIFE FOR ME: I T HAN K 
YOU. DAD. YOU HELPED ME BECOME A WELL'ROUNDED 
PERSON. YOU TAUGHT ME TO BE TOLERANT AND HARD 
WORKING. I THANK YOU FOR SHARING OUR FAMILY 
H ISTORY WIT H ME. I CAN'T BE THANKFUL FOR WHAT I 
HAVE IF J DON'T KNOW HOW IT WAS WIT HOUT IT . T o 
M Y SISTERS D EANNE & YVETTE. THANK YOU FOR LET' 
T ING ME LEARN FROM YOUR M ISTAKES. H ow PROUD 
YO U ARE O F M E DOUBLE T HAT . AND T HAT 's ONLY HALF . 
OF HOW PROUD I AM OF YOU TWO. You TWO ARE 
THE WIND BENEATH MY WINGS. To M Y LITTLE BROTH' 
ER MARCOS. J WISH YOU COULD SHARE T HIS DAY WITH 
ME BUT I KNOW YO U 'RE WATCHING FROM ABOVE AND 







B.S. BUSINESS ADMIN ISTRATION 
I PRIMERAMENTE QUISIERA DARLE LAS GRA' 
CIAS A Ml FAMILIA POR EL APOYO Y LOS 
EJ EMPLOS QUE HAN PUESTO SOBRE Ml. El 
PODERRECIBIRME DE LA UNIVERS IDAD HA 
SIDO UN GRAN RETO. QUE SIN LA DIRI· 
GENICA DE MIS PADRES NO LO HUBIERA 
LOGRADO. ESPE RO QUE EST AN ORGUL· 
LOSOS DE Ml EL HABER CUMPLI DO Ml EDU· 
CACION. POR ULTIMO QUISIERA DESIRLES. 
I LOVE YOU ALL! Y MIL GRACIAS! ESTEBAN. 
THERE IS NO ONE THAT I WOULD RATHER 
SPEND THIS DAY WITH. I LOVE YOU 
ALWAYS. MY STP SISTERS. CONTINUE 
BEING THE BEST. I WILL MISS YOU ALL. 
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JOSE VELASQUEZ 
B.S. MEC HAN ICAL ENG INEER ING JOSE VILLAREAL 
MASTERS OF PUBLI C ADM INISTRAT ION 
U NA VEZ MAS HE LLEGADO A UN 
PUNTO DE TRIUNFO EN Ml vlDA CON 
EL APOYO Y LA FORTALEZA DE MIS 
PADRES. A JOAQUIN Y SOCORRO 
vlLLARREAL LES BRINDO Ml AMORY 
GRA TITUD. ME HAN GUIADO CON SUS 
CONSEJOS. EJEMPLOS. Y ESFUERZOS. 
ESPERO EL DIA EN QUE YO PUEDA D.ARLE 
ESTOS M'iSMOS VALORES A MIS HIJOS. 
DIOS NOS HA BENDECIDO. A Ml y A M'iS 
HE RMANAS. CON SUS EXISTENCIAS EN 
ESTE MUNDO. A MIS HERMAS. SONIA Y 
MARIELA. LES MANDO TODO Ml AMOR 
Y LES OFRESCO TODO Ml APOYO CON 
SUS PROPIAS MET AS. A RUBEN Y 
SABRINA. USTEDES SON EL FUTURO DE 
NUESTRA FAM ILIA. RALPH. GRACIAS POR 
TU AMIST AD Y VIGILANCIA. LA EDU· 
CACION ES NUESTRA UBERACION. 
MASON ANDRE YBARRA 
THE ROAD I TRAVELED HAS BEEN ONE OF 
TESTS AND WILL. I WOULD FIRST LIKE TO GIVE 
MY LOVE AND GRATITUDE TO Goo AND MY 
FAMILY FOR PULLING ME T HROUGH ALL THE 
DIFFICULT TIMES PAST. PRESENT AND FUTURE. 
MOM. THAi'-JK YOU FOR YOUR KNOWLEDGE. 
PATIENCE. TIME AND EXPERIENCE. YOUR 
STRUGGLES HA VE MADE ME THE MAN THAT I 
AM. MIKE. YOU HELPED ME MORE THAN YOU 
REALIZED. THANKS FOR BEING MY BROTHER. 
DAD. YOUR ST RENGTH HAS BEEN AN INSPIRA' 
TION. GRANDMA. THIS IS FOR YOU. THE 
REST OF MY FAMILY AND 
FRIENDS. THANKS FOR ~(\ n f7 ~ 
THE SUPPORT. THE t:(' ~ 
BEST OF LUCK CLASS C :l 




B.S. HUMAN RESOURCES 
O UIERO DEDICAR Ml GRADUACION A 
MIS PADRES ROJELIO ZAMORA Y MARIA 
ELENA FE RNANDES Q UE SIEMPRE HAN 
CONFIADO EN Ml Y ME HAN DADO SU 
CARINO. ESPECIALMENTE A Ml MADRE 
QUE SUS VENDICIONES SIEMPRE ME HAN 
CUIDADO TODO ESTE TIEMPO. QUERO 
AGRADECER A TODOS LOS CONSEJEROS 
DE EOP. QUE ME HAN MOTIVADO PARA 
SEGUIR ESTUDIANDO. ESPECIALMENTE A 
DAVID TREVINO QUE SIEMPRE ME A YU· 
DADO CON TODAS MIS CLASES. 
GRACIAS A TODAS MIS AMIGAS QUE HAN 
EST ADO CONMIGO. MUY EN ESPECIAL A 
Ml HERMANA MARIA ZAMORA QUE SIEM· 
PRE ME A YU DADO CON TODO. GRACIAS 
A DIOS POR PONER GENTE BUENA EN Ml 
VIDA QUE ME HAN APOY ADO MUCHO. 
MARIA ZUNIGA 
B.S CRIMINAL JUST ICE 
ESTE D _ A. OU IE RIO APROVECHAR PARA DARLE LAS 
GRACIAS AL GRAN PODEROSO POR DARME UN DIA MAS 
COMO ESTE. "MAMI" Y "PAPl"LOS OUIERO MUCHO. 
GRACIAS POR TODO SUS SACRIFICIOS Y ESFUERSOS QUE 
AN ECHO POR M'i. To MY BEAUTIFUL FLO\XIER KRYSTAL. I 
LOVE YOU WITH ALL MY HEART. l'M GLAD YOUR PART 
OF MY LIFE. 
PARA MIS HERMA'\JO Y HERMANAS: 0CY. THA'\JK YOU 
FOR BECOMING THAT GREAT BIG SISTER. ROLE MODEL 
A'\JD BEING THERE FOR M E AND ALSO THAT SECOND 
MOM TO MY DAUGHTER KRYSTAL. 
BLANCA. TO MY " BUDDY" SISTER LET'S REMEMBER THE 
GOOD T IMES WHEN WE "HANG OUT" THANK YOU FOR 
BEING THERE FOR ME. 
FEDERICO JR .. l'M so PROUD OF YOU "Muo" "THA'\JK 
YOU FOR PICKING UP YOUR HAIR. AFTER YOU SHAVE l·'\J 
THE BATHROOM" (HEE-HEE J.K!!). FORGET ABOUT 
THE "HATERS" AND MAKE IT BIG WITH THE 
MUSIC INDUSTY. 
TO ALL MY EXTENDED FAMILY THA'\JK YOU FOR YOUR 
SUPPORT . EVEN THOUGH l 'M A UTILE CRAZY. "NO. NO. 
NO ME OUIERAN" 
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Society of Santa 
Clara County 
Main 408 . 998.5200 




M I GUEL HERED I A 
408 835 4559 
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FELICIDADES 
CENTAO CULTURAL OESANJOSf: 
www . mhcv i va . o r g 
The Mexterminator 
Project 
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We would like to congratulate the 
Class of 2000 ! 
I I I \ i' i\ 1' i t 
\C IIOIA SIIIP 
Board of Directors 
Jesus Ranged, Chairman 
Anheuser-Busch Cos., Inc. 
Sara Martinez Tucker, President and CEO 




of Sigma Delta Alpha 
The Brothers of Sigma Delta Alpha congratulate 
Rogelio Corona 
Carlos Gil Jr. 
Antonio Vidales 
Jose A. Villarreal 
for their academic success and accomplishments. 
• . HISPANIC COMMUNITY FOUNDATION 
Richard Santos Navarro 
President 
rnavarro@hispanicfoundation.org 
50 california St., Suite 300 
San Francisco, Ca. 94111-4605 
T (415) 981 - 8421 F (415) 981 - 8422 
www.hispanicfoundation.org 
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CONGRATULATIONS 
Chicana/o and Latina/o Graduates 
San Jose State University - Spring 2000 
The faculty and staff of the Mexican American Studies Depaitment 
wishes you the best of luck on this wonderful day. We are very proud of 
you, and know that your families feel the same way. 
Buena Suerte 
Louis Holscher, Jose Carrasco, Marcos Pizarro, Gregorio Mora-Torres, 
Randall Jimenez, Alice Corona, Phillip Tabera, Jesus Covarrubias, 
Carmen Gimenez-Rosello, Erlinda Yanez, and Annica Castaneda. 
R. A. 
MANCIAS, D.D.S 
ALISAL DENTAL CENTER 
20 N. SANBORN RD. SUITE H. SALINAS CALIFORNIA 93905 
T 759.2494 
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RESOURCES FOR FAMILIES AND COMMUNITIES 




D edicated to 
Chicano Commencement 
and the graduating class of 2000 
from 
SANTA CLARA TRUCK WRECKERS 
& l<athy Chavez Napoli 






Pick-ups , Broncos, 
Rangers, 4x4's 
New/Used & Rebuilt Truck Parts 










LA RAZA ROUNDTABLE 
Congratulates 
Graduates and their families 
of the 30th Annual 
Chicano Commencement 2000 ! 
La Raza Roundtable meets the last 
Friday of each month at 5:30 p.m., 
1600 Las Plumas Ave., San Jose 
l I 
"WE CONGRATULATE THE GRADUATES OF THE CLASS OF 2000!" , f A l "'; ;-, (' 
155 Constitution Drive, Menlo Park, California, 94025 P 650.321 _2400 F 650.321.2800 
Menlo Park • Austin • Boston • New York I l,111 • \ !I • HI, ' • • ~h',Vl•J 




Plan your next event with us! 
Our theatres and cafe are available for meetings, fundraisers , 
special screenings & multi-media presentations at a very low cost! 
Contact Dennis Skaggs at 408.998-3022 ext.25 
or email at DBSkaggs7@cs.com 
Camera One Towne J Los Gatos Camera J & Cafe 
366 S. First St. 1433 The Alameda, 41 N. Santa Cruz Ave. S. 2nd & San Carlos 
Los Gatos San Jose 
395-0203 998-3300 
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www.rebelphoto.com 
The Mechistas of SJSUwould like to congratulate the graduating 
class of 2000. 
In a time when there is only a limited number of Chican@ graduates, these students 
overcame the obstacles they faced and exemplified the idea that 
where there is a will there is a way. 
With Raza like this leading the way, we will succeed. 
MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING 
CONGRATULATES ITS FINEST 
Jose: ANTONIO CHAVEZ 
SENIOR DESIGN PROJECT 
AUTONOMOUS GUIDED Roso 
JosE Cec1uo VELASQUEZ 
S.S, Ml!'.CHAHICM.Eni;;I~ 
ABELi NO ANAYA 
e .s . Ma.CI-IAN!CAL ENC1Ne1'fUNG 
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THE ASPIRE/MCNAIR PROGRAM 
~ IAe kal ~ rt/I OIH _fµ(l(/««t@,. 







"WE NEVER KNQW WHAT TOMORROW HAS PLANNED· IT'S UP TO US TO LIVE TODAY 
WITH NO REGRETS AND ONLY HOPE TOMORROW WI LL 81;'. A REFLECTION OF TODAY." 
- IGNACIO ADAN FERREY 
Serving The Community Since 1980 
Success is waiting. Are you Ready? 
Now you can take cha_ry;e of 
your career and State r ,_,arm can 
p_elp ~pu do it .. E~ploie becom -
1ng a good ne1ghnor agent or 
employee. 
If you have community pride and the 
drive and determination for success, 
you're what State Farm needs. 
I)( t( , II 
INSURANCE 
® 
3QTH ANNUALl CHICANO COMMENCEMENT 
GRACI AS 
CHICANO COMMENCEMENT COMMITTEE 
Chair Alejandra Alvarado 
Co-Chair Celeste Borbon 
Program Director Elva Huerta Prieto 
Co-Director George Gonzalez 
Facilities Rafael Chavez 
Lead Secretary Lily Avalos 
Public Relations Lead Angelica Delgado 
Co. Public Relations Yvette Saddik 
Treasurer Maria Zuniga 
Co Treasurer Roselia Lobato 
Fundraising Lead Xochitl Barajas 
Co-Fund Oscar Gutierrez 
Entertainment Lead Mason Ybarra 
Co-Entertainment Ruby Sarabia 
SPECIAL THANl<S 
Allstate Insurance • Chicano Latino Faculty & Staff Association • Chicano Resource Center 
DeAnza Hotel • Gamma Zeta Alpha • Hispanic Scholarship Fund 
Linda Ortega • M.E.ch. A. • Mechanical Engineering RZA 
Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering Department • Mexican American Studies Department • Michael Ybarra 
Robert L. Caret, President, San Jose State University • Sigma Delta Alpha • State Farm Insurance 


